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THURSDAY 
Septembe r 6, 2001 
University begins largest project in history 
Construction officially began over the summer on the Dolan Center for Science and Technology. The building will occupy 265,060 square feet and will face Fairmount Circle. 
Inside, an update on Dolan Center construction. Also, about parking and the improvements on the Administration Building. 
Cross Country team 
mourns loss of teammate 
Jim Vogel 
The Carroll News 
Senior Ju lie Zajac lost a batt le with 
cancer that began less than 
a year ago when she died 
August 25 at her home in 
the orth Hills of Pitts-
burgh. 
Fir t diagnosed with a 
skeletal-muscular cancer 
last December, Zajac com-
pleted a round of chemo-
therapy. 
It was then discovered 
that Zajac actually had ad- Julie Zajak 
renal gland cancer, which 
cau ed her death. 
Zajac was born July 12, 1980 to 
Robert and Virginia Zajac in Pitts-
burgh, where she at-
University students gathered for a 
sma ll prayer service to celebrate and 
remember her life. 
Fel low team mates 
and classmates remem-
bered her dedication to 
her team and to her fam-
ily and friends. 
Zajac ju t recently 
completed an incredibly 
successful athletic sea-
son. 
Winning two titles in 
the 3,000 and 10,000-
meter runs at the Ohio 
Athletic Conference 
Champion hip meet, Zajac was 
awarded the Marcia French Award a 
the OAC Women's Track Athlete of 
the Year. 
tended orth Allegh-
eny High School. She carried 
ZaJaC received 
five letter in just 
three years at Carroll. Senio r Molly 
Byrnes attended high 
chool and John 
Carroll with Zajac and 
was a pallbearer at the 
funeral. 
herself in a way 
that people just 
looked up to 
her. She was 
just a really 
good kid. 
ln her third year 
with the John Carroll 
University women's 
cross country team, 
Zajac finished in 17th 
place at the 2000 
OAC Champion-
ships. 
Friends of Julie Zajac comfort each other following a prayer service in her memory. 
"It was a very, very 
sad day," Byrnes said. 
"I felt really hon-
ored to be a part of the 
ceremony. It wa a 
beautiful ceremony 
and the place she's bur-
ied is a really beautiful place." 
- John Ropar, 
Counseling Ce nter 
Di rector 
"She would hold 
everyone together and 
get everyone going," 
Byrne aid. 
teams over to the counseling center 
before each meet, where Zajac met the 
center's director, John Ropar. 
"We did yoga on a regular basis and 
Julie alway participated,'' Ropar aid. 
"She was quiet. She carried her-
self in a way that people just looked 
up to her. She was just a really good 
kid." 
She was also a member of Alpha 
Sigma Nu, the Jesuit National Honor 
Society, and a student of the Boler 
School of Business. 
Zajac did not register in the spring 
seme ter and in March Rev. William 
Biehl arrived at Zajac's home to give 
her the induction into Alpha Sigma Nu. 
Upon hearing of Zajac's death, 
Former women's track and cross 
country coach Kathy Lane e took her 
In each of her five semesters at 
JCU, Zajac was on the Dean's List. 
''She [Zajac's mother] asked that 
anybody who had been sick not come 
in because Julie had no defen e mecha-
Freshmen can get some inside 
help with their first year at 
John Carroll with CN tips and 
info. 
Not only new athletes but 
many coaching changes on 
JCU sports teams. 
nisms for immumty," Biehl said. 
"I gave her the award and put my 
arm around her shoulder for a p1cture 
and she couldn't have been much more 
than 80 pounds at the time." 
Vice-President of Student Affair 
Rev. Richard Salmi informed the stu-
dents and faculty about her death in 
an email August 28, the day after Zajac 
SEE JULIE, PAGE 2 
Good food right around 
the corner from University 
Heights. Check out the 
new Food Page 
FOOD, p. 21 
2 I September 6, 200 I 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, September 6 
Graduation 2002 
Graduation infonnat10nal meetings will he held at II a.m. 
and 3;30 p.m. in the Jardine Room. 
Fraternity and Sorority Review Committee 
Information on l\at10nal Fraternities and Sororities will 
be on display in the Murphy Room beginning at I p.m. 
FRIDAY, September 7 
Fraternity and Sorority Review Committee 
Information on National Fraternities and Sororities will 
be on display in the Murphy Room beginning at I p.m. 
MONDAY, September 10 
Fraternity ~nd Sorority Review Committee 
lnfonnation on ational Fraternities and Sororities will 
be on display 111 the Murphy Room beginning at 9 a.m. 
TUESDAY, September 11 
Fraternity and Sorority Review Committee 
Information on National Fraternities and Sororities will 
be on display in the Murphy Room beginning at 9 a.m. 
Student Union 
The Student Union weekly meeting will take place in the 
Jardine Room beginning at 5: I 5 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, September 12 
Fraternity and Sorority Review Committee 
lnfom1ation on National Fraternities and Sororities will 
be on display In the Murphy Room begmnmg at9 a.m. 
Bishop Pilla Program 
Monsignor Guido Mazzotto will begin the Bishop Pilla 
lecture series at 7 p.m. in the LSC Conference Room. 
Open Mic Night 
An open mic night will take place in the Underground 
from 9:30 p.m. until 12:30 a.m. 
-compiled by Kathleen McCartney 
Want to follow the 
life of the big hole on 
catnpus? 
Write for the Carroll 
News. 
Call x4398 or stop by 
our Open House 
tonight at 7 p.tn. 
JULIE 
CoNnNUED FROM PAGE 1 
would have begun her s..:nior year at 
JCU 
"She was certainly hoping to be 
back," Salmi said. "At first 
diagnosis, they were hoping to get it 
IIllO rctniSSIOil." 
Bichltried to gl\·e ZaJac some 
hope last '\1arch. 
''1 told her lo make sure she 
enrolled for the fall semester to sort 
of encourage her," B1chl said. "and 
we left her and I never sav. her 
again." 
CAMPUS THE CARROLL ".EWS 
Residence Life makes 
residence hall improvements 
Michael Dougherty 
The Carroll News 
The Officc of Residence Life 
welcomed on-campus students back to 
John Carroll with a number of 
improvements made to restdence halls 
over the summer. 
According to Donna Byrnes, 
D1rector of Res1dence Life, maJor 
1mprovements and repa1rs that began 
in late June. were compleled in 
Campion, Murphy, Millor and 
Sutowski residence halls. 
"lludents in Sutowski will get a 
better mght's sleep 1his year thanks to 
the enlire residence hall being 
furnished wilh brand new mattresses. 
A project finished last year in 
llamlin Hall, Campion's curtains were 
entirely replaced by mini-blinds over 
the summer. 
llallways in Mil lor and Sutowski, 
along with all common areas, were 
completely re-carpeted in addition to 
adding new drapes to all rooms. 
"The reason we went with drapes 
in those buildings instead of mini-
blinds is because [they have] the 
casemenl windows with cranks," 
Byrnes said. "The cranks could not 
be changed so that the blinds would 
not interfere with them." 
Improvements slated for next 
summer include re-wallpapenng 
Murphy and new carpet to be added 
mllamlin. 
"We decided a while ago that tt's 
best to go in and do a full budding," 
Byrnes said. 
"We haven't dec1ded ycl what our 
proJeCI is for next summer, but I'm 
sure there will be a whole building that 
will get new mattresses." 
Dolan and Pacelli will be given a 
brand new look, and will be furnished 
with all new windows, including glas , 
frames, screens, and blinds. 
For budgeling purpo es, the Office 
of Residence life must submit all 
requests for money that are in addilion 
to normal operating costs by October 
so that the John Carroll Board of 
Trustees can finalize room and board 
rates by December. 
Working closely with the Office of 
Re ident Life is John Carroll Physical 
Plant Services. 
The brick areas on the front porch 
and steps in Sutowski and Murphy 
were redone along with the concrete 
that was re-poured on lhe sidewalks 
in front of \llurphy. Other 
1mprovemen1s included brand-ne\~ 
boilers in Sulowski for hot water and 
a cleaning and re-hning of the boilers 
in Hamlin and Campion. 
"These arc the kind of thing thai 
students don'l see, but it's all 
improvements," Byrnes said. 
A handicap parking space and a 
walkway m lhe parking lol behmd 
Bernet I I all is another new add ilion 
to campus. _ 
Eight channels. including 
Univis10n. MS BC, ESP 2, the 
Disney Channel. Fox News Network, 
CSPAN2, E' Entertainment 
Television, and TV LA D, were 
added to the on campus cable 
network. 
The floater cable network will 
remain on the cable sys1em and i 
currently featuring the Food 
Network. 
"Everyone should know that it is 
our intention to continue to make 
improvements," Byrnes said. 
"We will go as far as we can with 
the resources we have in any given 
year 10 make them." 
Alumni dies in car accident 
Erika Thomas 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
Jeff Valade, of Oak Park, a 30-year-
old John Carroll alumni and swim 
coach, and Suzanne Rustoni, 30, of 
Rochester Hills, died at the scene of 
an au10mobile crash on the way to a 
swim team activity in Pennsylvania on 
Aug. 18th. 
Valade and Rustoni were swim 
coaches for the Birmingham School 
District in Michigan. 
A series of accidents on Interstate 
75 led to the tragic deaths at 12:30 p.m. 
The investigative report showed 
that the accident was caused by the 
carelessness of a semi-truck driver 
who failed to stop at the scene of 
another accident. The semi started a 
chain reaction crash involving seven 
other vehicles and finally crashed into 
the coaches car. Valade and Rustoni 
were trapped inside the burning car. 
Steven R. Moore, the 29-year-old 
truck driver will be charged in 
connection with the deaths. 
Valade and Rustoni were Ira veiling 
to Pennsylvania for a weekend of 
white water rafting with their team. 
A bus of team members and parents 
were travelling behind the car but were 
unaware of the accident due to a 
detour. 
Jeff Valade was the head coach of 
the girls and boys swim teams. Valade 
was a long-term substitute a1 
Birmingham Seaholm High School 
last spring. 
He had coached several school and 
youth swim teams. 
Valade was a popular member of 
the John Carroll Swimming and 
Diving Team from I 993-1994. 
During his time at Carroll he 
earned four letters and won four 
consecutive OAC (Ohio Athletic 
Conference) Titles. 
Julie Valade, Jeff's sister, is a 
sophomore at John Carroll and a 
current member of the women's 
swimming and diving team. 
New snack bar opens on campus 
Garden Cafe replaces Satellite in basement of Administration 
The Garden Cafe in the basement of the Administration Building has become a popular place to eat for faculty, staff 
and students alike. 
Patrick Kang 
The Carroll News 
1ake urc you slop in to grab a bite 
10 cat in the cafe on campu . 
The Garden Cafe, the new 
Parkhurst eatery 1 localed in the 
basemen I of the Admini · tration 
building. For the student on the go. 
the new Garden Cafe has a 
combination of the be t food Parkhurst 
has to offer. 
The Garden Cafe menu is a 
combination of other menus from 
around campu . 
Menus from the Inn Between, 
Barista Cafe and the Parkhurst Diner 
have been combined at the new cafe. 
From lhe Barista Cafe carne coffee and 
mocas .. 
The Cafe also carries the weet 
cake and pamie that can be found 
on display at the Barista. 
From the Inn Between, the Garden 
cafe has adopted the Salad-Sandwich 
sec1ion, bagel , ice cream, bottled 
drink and ice cold slu hies. · 
The Cafe al o ha many popular 
items from the dining hall including 
hot dogs and chili. 
The Garden Cafe is open Monday 
1hrough Thursday from 8:00 a.m. to 
6:30p.m. and from 8:00a.m. to 2:30 
p.m . on Fridays. 
7 
• 
Hook up will Wortbcoast PCS for jaJSt $34.95 per od. Unli11ited lacal 
wirelm service, 43,200 miootn per mooth, with vtlce mal ineJildecl. 
No Credit Check. Contract Activ1tion lee. No Ha es .•. No Joke! 
ones start at just $99. C nnect with rtlu:oast PCS day. 
PUUt 
Visit one of our 
orthcoast PCS Stores 
Univer ity eights 
13938 Cedar Road 
Cedar Cente( Stlopp no Center 
Comer of Warrens lie and Ced Road 
216.320.5550 
I enville 
10549 St Clar Ave. 
Comer of 105th n1 St Dair Ave. 
216.451.0415 
Dr sit On Of Our 
all KJo 
Tow City 
Rmnood Town Square 
Ra I Part< l 
Beachwood Place 
Great Lakes I 
Parmatown Mall 
S uthPark all 
WetiU&te I 
Midway MaU 
CA LN W 
1.8 6. 0 PCS.4 
or vlsft us at 
www.northcoa cs.com 
Local Service. Endless 1\lssibilities. 
• 
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Dolan Center construction begins during summer 
Michelle Todd 
The Carroll News 
Students retummg to John Carroll 
this semester quickly found that 
numerous changes had occurred on 
campus over their summer vacations. 
One of the most evident was the 
beginning of construction on the Dolan 
Center for Science and Technology 
The Dolan Center is proJeCted to 
be finished m the fall of2003 
It is the largest project undertaken 
in the history of John Carroll 
University. 
1 he Center will house the 
departments of biology, chemistry, 
computer scJcnec, phys1cs and 
mathematics 
Once.: completc.:d it will cover 
26S,OOO ;yuare feet of land directly in 
front of the admmistration build mg. 
The grounclbrcaJ..:ing fc1r the.: )66.4 
million proJC<.:t took pla<.:e June I 6 
dunng Reunion \\'ceJ..: 200 I. 
l niversity Pres1dent f ather ( rlynn 
<;J, along with Charles Dolan and h1s 
wife I felen broke ground for the Dolan 
Center. 
Construction began on the new 
build1ng shortly afte1 the 
groundbrcaking ceremonies. 
Charles and llclen Dolan donated 
Proceed at your own risk! 
$20 million to JCU for the building 
of the new c1ence and technology 
center that will bear their name. 
According to Jerry Sheehan, 
director of public affairs, the lack 
of rain this summer helped keep 
construction of the Dolan Center on 
track. 
"We only lost a couple days of 
work due to the weather," Sheehan 
said. 
Sheehan also said that most of 
the sewer and water pipes were 
installed over the summer. 
The next step will be the pouring 
of concrete for the foundation of the 
build1ng. 
lie sa1d that construction of the 
Dolan Center will continue 
throughout th.: winta months. 
" ext year by th1s time. the 
skeleton of the build1ng will 
probably be mostly constructed," 
Sheehan said. 
One of the 1dcas being 
cons1dcr.:d for the future of the 
Bohannon Center 1s the 
transformation of the existing 
building into additional campus 
parking. Sheehan added that there 
are no definite plans regarding the 
Bohannon Center. 
The hole that will eventually become the Dolan Center. 
pholo courtesy of www.JCU edu 
JCU President Father Edward Glynn SJ, Charles and Helen Dolan and Trustee Joseph Sullivan break ground for the 
pholo courtesy of Office of Public Affa1rs 
Audience members await the grounbreaking ceremonies. 
photo by Kathleen 
A view of the construction of the new Dolan Center for Science and Technology from Fairmount Circle. Construction of the new center is estimated to be completed in three years, • -
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Don Shula Stadium renovations set to begin 
James Vogel 
The Carroll News 
The renovations to tran form 
Wasmer Field into Don Shula Stadium 
are beginning to pick up steam. 
During a Reunion Weekend 200 I 
ceremony, attended by Don Shula, 
Class of'S!, and his wife, Mary Anne, 
the process got underway, with the 
unveiling of the construction sign. 
Carmen Policy and AI Lerner, the 
pre ident and owner of the Cleveland 
Browns, respectively, were on hand 
and spoke briefly about Shula ' 
importance in football and America. 
New AstroTurf was installed in 
time to hold junior varsity and varsity 
soccer games on the new turf which 
cost $500,000. 
"It's an AstroTurf brand called 
AstroPlay," athletic director Tony 
DeCarlo said. 
" We finished it by July 15 so the 
entire field surface is all redone." 
The plans still call for a $7 million 
football field and $3 million in 
renovations for gym facilities. 
The next step is to finalize plans 
for the new stadium. 
The University's first concern i 
to begin taking down the home stands 
this week. 
Crowds will be accomodated in the 
visitor stands during games. 
Following the completion of 
architectural plan , constructiOn would 
begin late this fall and is set to finish 
in time for next year's season opening 
football game against Capital 
University on Labor Day weekend. 
The goals in the limited time 
available is to at the very leas t 
complete the visitor's stands and a 
passageway· underneath with 
consessions and rest rooms. 
The home stand side should have 
office space and rooms for lockers, 
meetings and training. 
" We want to capture all of that 
space we have under the stands," 
DeCarlo said. 
With construction on the new 
science center leaving the soccer teams 
without a field temporarily, Don Shula 
Don and Mary Anne Shula unveil the construction sign for the new Don Shula Stadium, along with JCU President Father Edward Glynn SJ and Athletic D1rector 
Tony DeCarlo. 
Stadium will serve as the home for the 
football, soccer, and track and field 
teams. 
Until construction is completed the 
varsity football team will be playing 
their home games at an alternate site 
during the 2001 season. 
"All varsity games are played at 
Bedford High School," DeCarlo said. 
The field is approximately 15 minutes 
away from campus. 
Working with other offices 
including the Dean of Students and the 
Student Union, the athletic department 
is working on a transportation system 
to get people out to Bedford Field. 
" It 's a great high chool facility," 
DeCarlo said. 
DeCarlo expects a standing-room 
only crowd for the home season opener 
against Mount Union. 
Even with the alternate 
arrangments, it is important that 
Carroll football be back on campus 
next cason. 
" If we were away for two years, I 
think it would have a profound effect 
on recruiting," DeCarlo aid. 
"It is imperative that we have the 
stands on the visitor's side and the 
stands on the home side completed 
along with the press box." 
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Administration Building renovations almost complete 
Erika Thomas 
Assistant Campus 
News Editor 
F-or the 
students. facult) 
and staff at John 
Carroll Cniversity. 
the 2001-2002 
school year has 
brought many ney, 
changes to the 
campus. 
Though new 
construction 
proJects arc also 
atfect1ng John 
( arroll, the biggest 
1mpact on the 
r..:turnmg students 
and fa cui ty 
memb..:rs In\ oh c 
the administration 
building changes. 
Construction 
reno\'atwns began 
approximately a 
year ago. 
there. and now 
with the new 
windows its 
much more 
inviting." 
The in 1dc of 
h e 
Administration 
Building is not 
the only area that 
ha underwent 
renovations. 
Currently. the 
Archway 
between the 
AdministratiOn 
Building and the 
O'Malley Center 
is undergoing 
construct ion. 
It seems that 
minor repairs 
lead to a 
complete 
renovation of the 
archway. 
Because many Structural problems forced the construction between the O'Malley Center and the Administration Building. 
"It was much 
worse than we 
anticipated," 
explained Bretz said. 
departments have 
grown in size, expansion was 
necessary throughout the 
Admimstration Buildmg. 
Accordmg to R1chard Bretz of 
Plant Services, the soc1ology 
department, m particular, needed more 
space. 
It was also esscnllal to expand the 
amount of room for additional 
d1sciplines. 
At the end of the summer. the 
fin1shcd construction tn the 
Adm1ni~trat10n Butldlllg permitted the 
relocat1on of many fam1l1ar oflices and 
classrooms. 
It also introduced the University 
commumty to some new additions 
such as the two classrooms on the 
ground floor and the Garden Cafe. 
The copy center and the mail room 
have finally returned to their old 
locations on the ground floor. Also, 
the Student Serv ice Center is now 
located bcs1dc the Garden Cafe in 
room AD 37. 
The Carroll ID Card Office, the 
Reading Center, and the Graduate 
Student and Staff Lounge are also on 
the ground floor. 
The President's Office is currently 
located in room A9, but thi is only a 
temporary location. 
When the final construction 
projects arc completed, President 
Edward Glynn's office will relocate to 
the first floor. 
The President's office is the 
temporary office in the ba ement. The 
other offices and centers will remain 
in their new locations. 
Many changes took place on the 
first floor as well. The Graduate 
School moved aero ·s the hall into 
roomAD 125. 
The Academic Vice President and 
Provost offices have also moved into 
the old Student Service Center. 
Overall, students say the changes 
have had a positive affect. According 
to Bretz, 
The changes are user friendly 
because it is easier for the students to 
use the ba ement rather than the first 
floor. 
Faculty and staff have also adapted 
to changes. 
"No one likes change," Bretz said, 
"but now people are happy that they 
are in (their new locations]. 
o one ever wanted to go down 
The new archway will be free of 
leaks and chipping walls. Because of 
structural damage, water would eep 
during heavy rains. 
In two weeks, the water-proofing 
and construction is expected to be 
fin ished. 
T he Adm ini strat ion Bui lding's 
changes are mostly completed. 
In about a month, signs are 
expected to go up around the campus. 
Updated directories are being finalized 
and will soon be available around 
campu. 
A view of the newly renovated basement in the Administration Building. 
photo by Kathleen McCartney 
Students wait in line in the Student Service Center in its new location in the basement 
of the Administration Building. 
"Yeah Mom ... Everything is great at John Carroll.. . 
Nope, I can't come home this weekend ... NO, NO you shouldn't come here! 
I've got a ton of work and stuff ... 
BUT, I sent you our Newspaper ... See, I really do care! " 
Give your parents, relatives, friends and siblings a taste of 
your school without their coming to visit or your going to visit them! 
Subscribe to the Carroll News 
$20/year -or- $12/semester 
Just drop this form and payment of at the N:rre::...__ ______________ _ 
Carroll News (Room 22 Recplex) or mail to Add . 
Carroll News, John Carroll University, 20700 ress. _____________ _ 
N. Park Blvd., University Heights, OH 44118. City:. ________ St: ___ ,Zip: __ _ 
Please make checks payable to 
the Carroll News. 
Phone:. ________________ _ 
Do you ever walk past 
the newsroom late at 
night and wonder what 
the heck we're still 
doing in here? 
Find out for yourself. 
Join the Carroll News. 
Come to our Open 
House TONIGHT at 7 
p.m. and find out what 
we 're all about. .. 
or call x4398. 
------·-- --- -- -
Parking problems plague campus 
Melissa Smittt 
The Carroll News 
The first week of fall emester has 
already presented several parking 
is ues and concern . Parking 
accommodations at John Carroll were 
put to the test with the return of 
students, faculty and staff. Efforts to 
cope with parking congestion cau ed 
by con !ruction operations failed 
almost miserably last week. 
Fenced-otT con !ruction area 
eliminated and now occupy the 
areas where approximately 500 
parking spots u ed to be in front of 
the library and science center. Also· 
the front of John Carroll's campus 
has been transformed. 
The school's front lawn has 
become dirt and dust amidst the 
new temporary parking lot. now 
situated at the base of the 
Administration Building. The new 
lot provides an additional 365 to 
375 parking spaces. 
John Carroll also has access to 
25 additional spaces in their shuttle 
lot, the same shuttle lot at Temple 
Emanuel, off Green Rd. that 
provided approximately 50 spots 
for University use last year. Such 
parking alterations yield a net los 
of I 00 to 125 parking spots for John 
Carroll. 
to school early enough in order to 
. ecure a parking spot in the temporary 
lot. till, '"[a] lot of people have come 
into cia ses late becau. e there's no 
space to park ... teachers expect it." 
Students are a! o di satisfied with 
increa ed permit prices; they arc 
paying more only to experience 
additional inconveniences and parking 
complications. 
"It annoys me that we cton 't get any 
And a finite number is better than 
no parking pm ilcges at all, Salmi 
add . "At Boston College. for 
example, no resident student can have 
a car on eampu · And the majority of 
the enior class ll\-es on campus 
without them." 
till. the cx1 tence of complicatiOn. 
bother the John Carroll Commumty, 
and i a prominent issue. 
Remaining in effect is the general 
111 the shuttle lot cntmls making time 
for a poss1ble wa1t for the van to 
campus. a dme there and then the 
walk to class. 
Some people dare to park illegally 
on the streets. even though the city will 
not consider allovvmg parkmg on 
roads. particularly those bordering 
campus. "City dmuustration hns 
been very clear on that." almi said. 
And Um,·crslty Pollee'' 111 be cracking 
The Temporary Parking Lot, located next to the Bohannon Science Center, is for general parking only. Overnight parking is 
not permitted . The lot is closed from 2 a. m. until 7 a .m. daily. 
With this loss comes, 
consequent ly, the prob lems of 
crowd ing and com petiti o n fo r 
parking spaces. T hu s, th e 
admi nistration decided to reduce 
the number of permits issued to 
students, minimally, over the next 
three or fo ur yea rs whil e 
construction continues. 
Pa rk ing privileges are now 
granted only to juniors, seniors, 
faculty, staff, and admini stration. 
Freshmen and sophomores are not 
allowed to bring a car on campus or to 
obtain a permit. Those with an off-
campus job or a medical issue can no 
longer petition fo r on-campus parking 
rights. 
Vice-President of Student Affairs 
Rev. Richard Salmi explains permit 
alterations: "The Director o f 
Commuter and Off-Campus Affairs 
was handling ... parking exceptions for 
first and second year residents, but 
once we eliminated their privileges, 
there wasn't a need for that position. 
Now Kate Roach , the Director of 
Students with Disabilities, handles and 
allows only ser ious medical 
exceptions." And cases of medical 
urgency are rare. 
The loss of parking rights is a 
source of aggravation for many 
undercl assmen, and the inadequate 
amount of space and the distant shuttle 
lot are frustrating to all that do have 
parking privileges. 
Sophomore and fire fighter/ 
paramedic Eric Beck was outraged by 
the change in parking policies. 
"I have a legi timate job that I can 't 
access by other mean s of 
transportation , and [the school] 
basically told me I either have to 
commute or terminate my off-campus 
employment." 
Diana Talpa, a junior here at JCU 
is frustrated with, but not surprised by, 
the current parking situation. " It 's 
always been a mess," she said. "They 
a re n ' t even us ing all of the 
[construction] space," Talpa adds. 
" I don 't understand why they had 
to close off all of the library parking 
and part of the science center parking," 
said junior Thavy Sim. 
"Our campus was known for the 
huge front lawn - it was attractive to 
people - but now it 's gone," said junior 
Andrea Macy. "The small lot looks 
just horrible," Talpa said . "And 
competing for spaces ... I don ' t like it," 
states Sim. 
As a commuter, Sim is sure to get 
warnings, either .. . " said Macy. 
Some students went to purchase a 
parking permit and were unprepared 
for increased costs. 
"I had to go to the ATM because 1 
didn ' t have enough money with me 
when I went to get a permit," said 
Macy. 
" General " (Commuter) and 
"Resident" Permits went from $75 
each to $100 per vehicl e . A 
"Restricted" Permit is now $50 per 
semester, up from last year 's price of 
$35. A "Temporary" Permit costs $5 
instead of$3, and is still only granted 
to those who have full parking 
privileges according to the amended 
John Carroll Parking regulations and 
eligibility requirements. 
" For college s tudents , [$1 00] 
seems like a lot. 1 know some people 
can afford it, but I can't. " Macy voices 
further frustrations over bearing the 
costs simply because freshman and 
sophomores no longer share in the 
burden of parking maintenance. 
"Now [higher costs] punish only 
upperclassmen." 
Sim agrees, "They should have 
waited to start construction until they 
had enough money to cover the costs, 
instead of taking [more money] from 
students." 
Higher prices are due to higher 
costs and maintenance of current 
parking accommodations. 
Salmi said that the parking permit 
fees are meant to pay for the shuttle 
service, and to, "offset the cost of 
constructing the temporary lot - [not] 
cover it." 
"We' re exploring the possibility of 
additional shuttle space ... "said Salmi. 
However, "operating costs of a shuttle 
lot are really quite high, so sometimes 
getting a shuttle lot isn ' t the easiest 
answer, [because you] risk higher 
permit prices." 
"People aren't happy with me. It 's 
okay," Salmi admits. He wouldn ' t 
deny that it 's frustrating. " It 's [simply] 
the reality that we only have a finite 
number of parking spaces." 
policy that, " the purchase of a parking 
permit does not guarantee a parking 
space" (as quoted from the JCU 
Campus Parking brochure). 
During the first week of school, the 
Belvoir entrance closed daily around 
9:00 or 9:30am, forcing late arrivals 
to use the shuttle lot to park. Parking 
N 
.. 
down. 
"I don't think people realize they 
can park on Warrensvi lie Center, or on 
certain Shaker Heights streets," Salmi 
says. Students "can ' t be afra1d of 
walking." 
And despite construction , the 
Carroll Boulevard entrance is still 
??? 
open: it often remains open later than 
the Belvoir gate. 
"The parkmg lots arc full and 
closed no more than three hours on any 
given day," Salmi aid. "It'd be 
unusual for [the lot] to be closed longer 
than that." 
lie 1. hopeful that the abatement of 
the first week ·s rush of moving 111 
ac11v1ty will prove to be helpful in 
managing the overflow of cars. 
"You'll notice that the Belvo1r 
lot will close a little later." 
Salmi str.:ssed that the new lot. 
as ''ell as current parking 
complications. are temporary. "I 
want to make sure that we call 11 
remporary '' 1th a capual ·r." 
Me am\ hilc. 'lalmi looks f(,rward 
to a solu1i1'n to parkmg problems 
\\ 1th I he rcali/ation of current 
constriiL' !Ion goals: "Thc n..:\v 
s..:i..:ncc huilthng ''Ill ha'..: fon..: 1..:' cl 
oil parking und..:r 1t." 
,\ddltllllWII). Salm1 satd that , 
"'curn:nt un1' .:rsll) plans call ti11· 
con' ..:rt1ng 1hc tlr t I\\~~ llol'l' llflh.: 
Bohannan ~( ll?llL"O: C..:nl.:r 1nto .1 
parkmg d..:L k w llh th.: third tlnn1 
he1ng us.:d for offiCL'' or 
classrooms." 
Salmi ..:n:n admit... "I want trL·..:s 
and th.: limn hack. I think that 
everyone would agree ... the la\vn 
was part of John Carroll's beauty." 
Ultimately. John Carroll will end 
up '' 1th mnre parkwg 
accommodatlllns than i1 had last 
year, plus at least some green space 
111 front of campus 
" The good news IS that the 
temporary lot will become a soccer 
field ... [but) we'll make sure that we 
have all of the other parking 111 plac • 
before we take the temporary lot out. 
My hope is to eventu a lly have 
suffic1ent parking for all studenLo; who 
want to bnng the1r cars to be able to 
do so." 
Sa lm i docs not antic1pate any 
major changes in parking policies in 
the near future. "You never know 
though," he said with a grin. 
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A whole new ball-game, a crowded lineup 
Cleveland's 
Future: 
The Race for Mayor 
Cleveland's Future is a weekly column which will 
cover Cleveland's Mayoral race by reporting on 
the candidates, issues, and the city. David 
Rothstein is a senior, majoring in political science 
and is the Carroll News Business Manager. This 
column is part of an independent study of the 
Cleveland Mayoral Race. 
When current Cleveland Mayor Michael White 
announced he would not seek an unprecedented fourth 
term, he sparked a summer of campa1gning. Cleveland 1s at 
a crucial situation 111 moving towards the future w1th a 
decline 111 bus mess and residential growth along w1th ailing 
public schools. The new mayor, whomever he or she may 
be, will have grueling tasks in the oncoming years, such as 
repa1ring the relationship between City Council and City 
J I all, creating JObs, Improving pubhc and higher level 
education, and revitalizing neighborhoods. 
The race to lead Cleveland heightened when Congress-
woman Stephame Tubbs Jones and Congressman Dennis 
Kucinich opted not to leave their seats in the nation's 
cap1tal for the head office in ity llall. In a short span of 
time, the candidates must distinguish themselves from one 
another and compete with each other for votes to move 
past October's nonpartisan primary. With a crowded field 
of new and old political players and less than a month until 
the primary, th1s mayor's race IS a whole new ball game ... 
Caltoon by Christopher Ch~stler 
The All Pro's ___________ _ 
Jane 
Current Position: County Commis-
siOner 
Campaign Theme: "Cleveland 
Connections: Connecting with Each Other to 
Connect with the Future." "Proven 
Leadership" 
Positives: Great name recognition and 
reputation on both sides of the city. Detailed 
campaign and governing agenda on crime 
prevention, building jobs and rebuilding 
neighborhoods. A talented campaigner with 
a large volunteer core and experienced field 
operatives. Committed to visiting every 
netghborhood by Labor Day. 
Negatives: Lost desired endorsement of 
Congres woman Jones and blamed race a a 
factor. Crihcs argue she is too much of a 
comprom1 er and far too receptive to the 
corporate agenda rather than the citizens. 
Endorsements: County Prosecutor 
Mason, Recorder O'Malley, Aud1tor Ru so 
and other County Democrats. Rev. Otis 
Moss and Ward 4 Councilman Ken Johnson. 
Outlook: Campbell was an early favorite 
but will have to battle off Pierce on the East 
Side and Oakar on the West Side. Strong 
East Side votes are crucial for her survival 
past the primary. 
nm 
McCormack 
Current Position: County Commis-
sioner 
Campaign Theme: "Bringing our 
neighborhoods back."" ew Partnerships 
For A New City." 
Positives: Great name recognition as a 
former auditor. Took the most votes out of 
any county official last election. Organized 
and talented strategy, finance and fund-
raising team. Popularity poll show 
McCormack as top notch. Seems committed 
to neighborhoods as he walked/biked over 
10 miles to file legal petition for mayor. 
Has the TV media team from Sen. McCain '8 
presidential run on staff. 
Negatives: Labeled as too philo ophic 
and micro-managing in governing, cam-
paigning and decision making. Not a great 
deal of active East Side support. Has lost 
previous elections with difficult competi-
tion. 
Endorsements: Most likely will 
receive the Republican nod. trong tie to 
orne Ratner 's and other Fore t ity 
official and is backed by businessman 
Umberto Fedeli. 
Outlook: McCormack will have to take 
most of the We t- ide votes along with 
mobilizing orne Ea t Side upport. He must 
prevent Oakar and Campbell from taking his 
We t Side thunder. 
Mary Rose 
Oakar 
Current Position: State Representa-
tive 
Campaign Theme: "Leadership, 
Experience, Dedication- She'll get the job 
done- for you and your family" 
Positives: Longtime Cleveland name 
recognition. Great governing experience in 
various branches of government. Fast-
mobilizing support and campaigning 
including TV spots. The most comprehen-
sive police protection plan. Has won 23 of 
24 primary and general elections and has 
well spread support on the West and East 
sides. 
Negatives: Critics charge Mary Rose 
may be "out of touch" with today's 
Cleveland. Residents may remember 
Oakar' conviction for campaign finance 
violations. 
Endorsements: Has a shot for 
Republican support. Will most likely take 
Arab, Latino and other minority association 
endorsements. 
Outlook: Oakar's name recognition and 
experience may be enough to carry her 
through the primary. She will have to prove 
more "in-tune" with current problems and 
solutions. This is Oakar's best and most 
likely last shot at a big win. 
The Rookie 
Raymond 
Pierce 
Current Position: Attorney/Former 
Bill Clinton Official 
Campaign Theme: "Accountable 
Leadership For Cleveland, For Our Future, 
For Our Schools, For Integrity." 
Positives: A passionate orator. A building 
coalition of East Side support. Experience in 
the education field along with professional 
legal experience. Can use a former 
President's name as a ground breaker. 
Negatives: Low name recognition, 
especially on the West Side. Has never held 
an elected office or high profile Cleveland 
job. Charged as "unqualified." 
Endorsements: Congresswoman 
Tubbs Jones, State Senator CJ Prentiss, The 
Cleveland Call and Post and the African 
American coalition of"Cleveland Leader-
ship 2001." 
Outlook: With the Congresswoman's 
pledge, and other religious and political 
endorsement , the race is Pierce's's to win or 
lose. He must battle his low name recogni-
tion and lack of political experience. He 
must virtually take all the East Side votes 
with at least a margin of the West Side votes. 
However, if Tubbs Jones and other officials 
are truly committed to Pierce he has a 
chance. Also, a close look at his biography 
or a quick conversation questions his title as 
a " rookie." 
Tllr CARROLL ~EWS LOCAL 
The Bench __ Bill 
Denihan 
Position: Former Dtrector of 
Children & Family Service 
John 
Barnes Jr. 
Dan 
Brady 
The 
Position: State Repre entative 
Campaign Theme: "Democrat for 
l\llayor" 
Outlook: Barnes ha little political 
experience. name recognition. and 
West Side support I lc is known as 
humble and a dedicated worker yet 
hts passive nature may halt htm 
from moving past the primary. With 
that in mind along with the East 
Side community rallying behind 
Pierce, hts best bet is too build a 
reputation m the State I louse. 
Position: State ·enator 
Outlook: Brady is virtually 
unknown on the East- tde and even 
in some areas on the West-Stde. He 
promtsc to be the "labor candidate:· 
He has been unknown and absent 
during much of this campaign. Yet, 
when given the chance, he is 
perceived as a good peakcr. 
However, unless he convince the 
West Side to shy from Oakar, 
McCormack and Campbell, hi 
chances are low. 
Campaign Theme: "Tough on 
Issues. Gentle on People." 
Outlook: Dcnihan has a,·emgc name 
recogn1110n but must deal wtth the 
poor reputation of hts fonncr onic.: 
Also. his older age might be a turnoff 
for voters. Denihan has made 
campaign finance an issue, charging 
the "All-Pro's" wtth corporativism. 
lie is a kno\\ n as an e:..pcnenccd and 
etlccth c administrator but ts a rookie 
to the pol it teal seen.:. 
.-----------
The Bullpen_ 
In Chudner, ~est Side commumty activtst, has 
little name recognttton and support. fits lengthy stones 
are entertaining and energetic but hts chances are grim. 
Ricky Pittman is virtually unknown and ts non-
factor in this election. 
Kent Whitley may be on the ballot but appears to 
be short the required 3,000 ignatures. Either way, 
there is little chance of him making it past October. 
Rep. Dennis 
Kucinich 
Umpires __ _ Congressman Kucinich is 
among Cleveland's most active 
on many local issues. As a 
former Mayor, Kucinich can be 
influential , especially on the 
West Side. Rep. Stephanie 
Tubbs Jones 
Councilman 
Joe Cimperman 
The Congresswoman's popularity 
and connections, especially on the 
East Side are vital to Cleveland's 
future. Her endorsement of Pierce 
could be a deciding factor. 
Cimperman represents the largest 
and most diverse ward in the city. 
He is up to speed and vocal about all 
the issues. He will be important in 
calling the balls and strikes of this 
race. 
Mayor Michael 
White 
As a County Commissioner and 
the Democratic Party Chair, 
Dimora will be in the spotlight 
as much as the candidates. 
The Mayor still has $1 million in 
his "war-chest." White can make 
it a tough ball game for any 
candidate. 
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Couple falls "ictim to shark attack 
,\man. '27. and a 1oman. 23. hnth Ru~.1an natiOnals lt\·tng in the 
\\"ashingtnn D ( . area, \\ o.:r~ . 11 1111111111g 111 the urf o1T uf onh 
( arolina's Outer B.tnks :0..1t>nday ''hen the) fell' tCIIlll h' a h rk. t-
tacl... I h<' .tltack I n Ill(' man dead and th \\ Oflldl .n cntic I wndition. 
'111c woman, wuh \H>und: t' h r lo\\cr toli'>O, \\oJ fln,.,.n to the 
Sen tara , orfi>ll-- ticn~:ml llo~ptt.ll m \ 'Q;mia where he undcf\\ cnt 
.,urgo.:r). 
;\ccording li>lhe Plam Dealer. .lll\liJ.t]l'ark s<'lviCc JXIk 'S\\L>llliln 
• far) Doll 'atd lh<' cnuplc had been s11 inunmg 20 to -10 teet ,,ff h•1re 
ncar a o;andhar wlwn thcy wcr.: att:11:kcd. 
rhe attacJ.; "asJU't m o days afh:r a I 0-ycar-old hoy wa-; kilk·d by 
a l'hark at Virginia Bead1. \ 'a. 
School girls targeted in Northern Ireland 
Student· llfthc lloly Cro-;s <•iris Primary 'ichonl. a (. atlwhc ,chovl 
in lklt:-\St with students ranging in age fmm 1 to I 0, had a difticuh 
walk to their tir:;t day of school Monday as they were pelted with rod .. , 
curl't'd at and spit on. The girls required police and British anny es-
corts as they walked down a Protestant strc.:t to get tl' their school. 
The route they took has been a traditional one taken hy the school 
girls, but with a summer filled with violence <Uld protests. t.:n:ion 
have incr.:ascd causing protesters to lash out. 
According to the Washington Post, newspapers from all political 
$landpoints and members of the Protestant clergy have denounced the 
residents of the neighborhood and demanded that they allow the girls 
to walk down the street. 
Rev. Aiden Troy. the head of the Passioni~t order. urged parents at 
an emergency meeting Monday to find a roundabout way to get to the 
schooL at least temporarily. Many parents disrcgaflled th~: advice and 
travelled the same route Tue ·day. 
"If we don't do this, my daughters arc gomg to believe that they 
don't have the right to walk down a public street to schOl)l," said Jenni-
fer O'Kane, a mother of two students. "They arl· gomg to think it is 
nonnal that 3-year-old girls have to be afraid of their neighbors. And 
even in Northern Ireland, that is not considered normal. Yet." 
Merger could face problems 
The planned merger between J lcwlett-Pucknrd and Compaq com· 
puler has raised doubts in many stock market analysts, according to 
the New York Times. Hewlett-Packard announced its plan to acquire 
$25 billion of Compaq stock late Monday night. The reaction to the 
merger led Compaq's stock to the lowest it has been in five years and 
Hewlett-Packard stock to the lowest it has been in nearly three years. 
The merge of the two companies has come under harsh criticism 
by some experts. 
"Two losers don't make a winner," said Bob Djurdjevic, president 
of Annex Research, a consulting tinn based out of Phoenix. 
-compiled by Patrick Shanahan 
Free Regular Checking 
Account For Students 
The smartest way to graduation. 
• No fees, no minimum balance 
• Free Online Banking inquiries and funds transfers 
• National City CheckCard (accepted where you see the Visa• logo 
and at ATMs worldwide) 
• Free access to over 1,600 National City ATMs 
• Convenient near campus location: 
• Cedar Center office, 2233 Warrensville Center Rd , University His , 
(216) 382-6900 
• National City is a full-service bank offering a wide range of checking 
and savings products for students and parents 
Stop by the Cedar Center office or call us at (216) 382-6900. 
natlonalclty.com 
Offer only valid through 10131101atlhe above listed office fOf students of John Carroll University. 
Valid S!udentiD must be presented at account open~ng. Monlhly ma1ntenance and per 1tem fees will 
be waNed on a new Regular Chedong account as tong as the accounlholder lll!na1ns a S!udent at 
John Carroll Uwets~ty . Please refer to lhe Pricing Schedule fOf Personal Accounts fOf Special 
Handling and MISCellaneous SeMce fees that may apply to the account Member FDIC. e 2001. 
Nabonal C1 bon 
10 eptemhcr 6, 200 l 
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OSU professor finds roach pieces in his cofl'ee 
launc1o Ah iar JU t wanted a mce, warm cup of coffee. 
So whtle work.tng .n hts ofh e 111 the Okldwma tate l nivcrsny 
Agri ultwe 13 utldmg l.t t week, h d ctdcd to find a coffe machm . 
''I went :md gotm; .:up of t:oftce.' .ml h tar, 17 ''I took hkc two 
chug, Then when I got here m my otfke, I . aw the c pteccs of a 
cockrouch 111 the cup of cotft·c l he) lookC'd hke I ·gs " 
Shortly afterwurds AI 1..:r' roommate, graduatc tudent Dicro 
Alvarez.14 • .ifll\'ed 111 AI~ tar's office 
" I w~·nt to hi~ olfkc and he sh<>wed rnc the cup of col fee with hugs 
and leg~ aud tlungs.' Alvau:1 s.ttd "I ~:tid , 'O.K., let me huy one 
Mme wa Wf>I"Sl! than the >ne he nought." 
fhc n xt day. Samu.: l 1cFee. vend111g cuonhnator for OSll Vend-
mg. \\as a ked ahout the P<•ssthdity of cockroaches infcs tmg the vend-
ing machtne. 
-"We' ve never had any prohkms with that ," McFee sa1d. "The odds 
arc very much .tgainst Jl happt.>nmg. but I would definitely he con-
cerned if it was " 
Despite university offit:ials' best efforts. McFee satd it would be 
impo~sible to eradicate roaches, which can live anywhere from weeks 
to months. 
New art exhibit uses human hair and placenta 
It is hard to believe that something titled "Power of the Word" could 
have the power to leave viewers so ~peechless. 
The t.>xhibit, wh1ch displays art made from human hair. dried pla-
centa and electrical boxes, to name a few, is currently on display at the 
University of Arizona Museum of Art. 
The exhibit consists of nine Chinese artists' works. According to 
the exhibition's owrbe<:r Ali sa Shorr. the artists are ''taking traditional 
calligraphy and putting a contemporary spin on it in a variety of ways." 
One :utist, Gu Wanda, created an 80-foot mural of psuedo-words 
made of real human hair. TI1e piece stretches the entire length of one 
wall, and onto half of anothe1 
"(Wanda's hair exhibit! ust.>s human hair from all over the world," 
said Kris Wagman. a museum employee said. 
Wanda also mailed a piece to the museum with speciaJ orders to 
spread a substunce out in calligraphic letters. The substance they re-
c.:lved \\<Is s1rnply Jabded ''human placenta." The letters ended up 
spdlm~ out a lllt~~ag having to do with China's stance on limited 
childbirth. 
College grad drives Oscar Mayer Weinermobile 
"Oh. I wish I was an Oscar Mayer wiener!" Despite the famous 
jtngle, most people do not .tspirc to one day be a condiment-topped 
baseball gam entree. However. there ts one University of Maryland 
alumna who cut the mustard and became one of only 233 people to 
ever dnve the legendary Oscar Mayer Wknermobile. 
LaToya Morgan, 21. the only campus graduate to earn the title of 
"Hotdogger" on her bu.\iness card, will travel across the country this 
year as part of the Great American Wienenuobile Tour. 
Morgan, aJong with her "Hotdogger" partner, Penn State alumnus 
Casey Park, is respllll~ible for driving the 27-foot-long Wiencrmobile 
across the Midwest. They drive an ;werage of 500 miles per week. 
''Eight stales in eight days," she said. "It's a chance of a lifetime." 
Although "no two days are alike," Morgan said most of their time 
is spent doing promotions at grocery stores. 
"An average (If 50 people come up to me everyday and tell me that 
ju t bdng there has madt: their day," Morgan said. "It's so refreshing." 
--compiled by Michelle Todd 
Penn State freshman commits 
suicide following recent arrest 
Michelle Todd 
College News Editor 
A Pennsylvania State University 
studt.>nt comrnttted suicide 111 his Jail 
cell Monday, Aug . 27 after facmg 
charge~ of indecent assault and appar-
ently suffenng from depression. 
Corr.:ctwn ofltcers found 18-year-
old Penn State fr.:shman, Timothy 
Michael Kulp hangmg by a shodace 
in hi~ Centr.: County Pn'ion c.:ll 
shortly after II p.m. Monday. 
Offic1als att.:mpted to resuscitate 
Kulp before the ambulance arrived. but 
he was pronounced dead shortly be-
fore mtdnight by em..:rgency techni-
cians. 
Kulp's su1c1de came as a surpnse 
to all those who knew htm, incl udmg 
h1 s parents. 
"What a shame," said Kulp 's fa-
ther, Timothy D. Kulp of Pottstown, 
Pa. "What a shock. We did everything 
we could for him," he said in a highly 
emotional phone interview Tuesday. 
'Til never see my little boy again." 
Kulp was arrested late Saturday, 
Aug. 25 after allegedly assaulting three 
women who were s leep1ng in their 
Penn State residence hall rooms. 
Accordmg to his father. Kulp had 
been suffering from depression for 
several months. 
Shortly after the end of his semor 
year, Kulp began a rapid descent u1to 
mental depression and was expenenc-
mg several.:mouonal problems. 
Kulp's father said he and his wife 
had ofler.:d to find psychiatric help lilr 
their son on numerous ot:casions, but 
he r.:fuscd all of their attempts. 
Kulp \roommate at Penn State satd 
the problem had been underage drink-
mg. 
Kulp's father satd he was aware of 
his son's dnnk.mg and the fact that this 
behavtor on ly worsened his depressed 
emotwnal state. However, Kulp said 
that his son had promised before he 
left home that he would not drink when 
he was away at school. 
According to what Kulp told offi-
cials after being arrested, he had been 
drinking and smoking marijuana at a 
fraternity party late Friday night be-
fore he made the decision to walk to 
Miffin Hall and "seek female com pan-
10nsh1p". 
Kulp told police that he went door 
to door once ms1de the dorm, lookmg 
for any unlocked doors. 
Kulp \complaint states that he was 
"looking for someone to hold and lm·e. 
as well as ha\·e sex wllh.'' 
Aft.:r h1s arrest. Kulp was asked 
several questiOns destgned to evalu-
ate his present mental and emotional 
conduion as part of the intake proce-
durt.> at C.:ntre County Prison 
According to officials at the pnson, 
Kulp sa1d he was not considering sui-
cide when asked th1s question shortly 
after bei ng arrested by police 
Reflecting on hts son's li fe, Timo-
thy Kul p satd Michael," had a perfect 
record all through school- never had a 
btt of trouble in his li fe, [except for} 
the last few months ... 
"He had everything going for him," 
he said. 
Kulp's father warns others against 
making the mistake of underestimat-
ing the effect that mental depre sion 
can have on someone you care about. 
"We were battling depression . .. 
and we lost." Kulp aid. 
Student returns to Texas A&M 
after '99 "Aggie" Bonfire collapse 
Horace Johnson 
Asst. College News Editor 
After two long years of rehabilita-
tion, John Comstock returned to Texas 
A&M University for the fir t time 
since the tragic 1999 Aggie Bonfire 
collapse. 
Comstock, a junior biomedical sci-
ences major, came back to school with 
plenty of scars but no hard feelings . 
"l have the . arne feelings as before. 
I want to have fun , and I just want to 
be a college kid," he said. 
Early the morning of November 
18, 1999, Comstock and others who 
lived in his residence hall chopped logs 
that would be placed on the Bonfire 
stack. 
Although he never previously 
climbed higher than the first tier of 
logs, Comstock was now 45 feet up 
on the third tier. 
Soon after telling a friend that he 
needed a few more minutes to finish 
securing logs for the next shift of 
builders, tragedy struck Comstock and 
the others at the Bonfue site. 
Comstock heard a loud crack 
around 2:40a.m. and the stack swayed 
a little before crashing to the ground. 
When the crash was over, 12 
people were killed and 27 injured . 
Comstock was trapped under the log 
for seven hours. Comstock's only in-
ternal injury wa· a split liver. 
However, his left ankle and right 
wrist were crushed. His right leg was 
folded at an awkward angle and rested 
near his head. 
After finally being pulled from the 
wreckage, Comstock was rushed to 
College Station Medical Center. He 
was conscious upon arrival but soon 
went into a coma. He woke between 
Christmas and New Years' Day. 
The following months were filled 
with more operations than Com tock 
cares to remember. 
Comstock was later transferred to 
Zale Lipshy University Hospital in 
Dallas. There, his therapists devoted 
him to rehabilitation. 
Finally, in April 2000, Comstock 
was released to go home. However, 
he still participated in outpatient 
therapy five days a week, which in-
eluded learning how to maneuver a 
wheelchair and how to gather enough 
strength to take a few steps. 
Comstock, previously right-
handed, also had to learn to write with 
his left hand, which was free during 
the seven hours he wa trapped. 
Comstock was very excited when 
he finally was fiven the chance to make 
his retum to Texas A&M. His mother, 
Dixie, i proud that her son never quit 
fighting. 
"A lot of people would have been 
very bitter, but his attitude throughout 
all thi i that he 's got to do what he's 
got to do." 
Today Comstock still attends 
physical therapy three days a week. 
He can only walk a short distance and 
tires very easily. 
One day Comstock may get over 
the accident, but he said he will surely 
never forget it. 
He recently got a tattoo that sym-
bolizes his school spirit and all that he 
has overcome. It is a 4-inch by 3-inch 
Bonfue that has the words "The 13m 
Man" written beneath it. 
UC Berkeley administrators react to recent riot 
Horace Johnson 
Asst College News Editor 
The University of California-Ber-
keley has banned all dances at their 
Martin Luther Kmg tudent Umon for 
the remainder of the semester 
The ruling comes 111 the aftennath 
of a riot that erupted following a dance 
sponsored by the Iota Pht Theta fra-
tern!ly. 
The d<U1ce took. place at the Pauley 
BaJlroom. whtch 1s the main dance site 
on campus. 
Fraternlly President Brian White 
said the people who started the mci-
dent were not pt.•rmJtted to enter the 
dance because they ctther d1d not meet 
age requ1rements or dtd not have 
proper identification . After being 
turned away. these ~tudents vandalized 
cars and broke windows in the area. 
UC Berkeley Chancellor Robert 
Berdahl ordered that all scheduled 
dances would be cancelled while carn-
pu · administrators and police investi-
gate the outburst of v1olence. 
Marie Felde, a university spokes-
person , noted that changes need to be 
made so "dances run smoothly and 
everyone' · safety is assured." 
Dean of Students, Karen Kenney, 
met with student groups andASUC of-
ficials to explain the ban and the re-
sullmg change: . 
One person opposed to UC 
Berkeley's decision was ASUC Presi-
dent Wally Adeyemo. He said that the 
university should try to promote bet-
ter commumcation between the city 
and UC pollee officers. Thi , he said, 
will help inc rea e the security of Ber-
keley students. 
He later added that he wa " ad-
dened that the university took such a 
wide sweeping action against students 
on campus, but . .. we do need to re-
think how we can provide for the 
·afety of the resident of the nearby 
area." 
This incident i very imilar to a 
disturbance at a Kappa Alpha Psi 
dance last October. Thousand of 
youths, not allowed to enter a dance, 
looted stores on Telegraph Avenue. 
The similaritie have left some 
nearby res1dent weary of frat dances, 
citing them a the cause for violence. 
Fraternity official · have defended 
them elve by noting that many dance 
and parties have happened peacefully, 
and without problem . 
Race is also being thrown into the 
discussion. Some residents have 
voiced their beliefs that black frater-
nities create violence in a peaceful 
area. 
Demetrius Jade Harris, president of 
the UC Berkeley chapter of Alpha Phi 
Alpha, was di couraged by the as-
sumptions made about black fraterni-
ties and sororitie by the community. 
"The stereotypes and 
overgeneralizations are extremely 
problematic, and no one comments on 
our community service," Harris said. 
He added that so many people fail 
to recognize that black fraternities and 
sororities hold these event · to '·in-
crease olidarity between African-
American students on campus.'' 
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Modern Shakespeare tragedy forgets big picture 
Film 
• rev1ew 
''0" 
Ed Hassing 
Staff Reporter 
"0," the latest in a series of mov-
ies placing the drama of William 
Shakespeare in a modern setting, ar-
rived in theaters Friday. 
Originally slated for an October 
1999 release, the film's relea e date 
was postponed due to strong themes 
of violence in a high school setti ng, 
which was not looked upon po itively 
by Miramax Studios' parent Walt 
Disney. 
play's tatements about 
jealousy and pride. 
"Othello" was origi-
nally set in Venice and 
centered on an army gen-
eral. Director Tim Blake 
clson 's ("Eye of God") 
ver ion lays it cene in 
orth Carolina and the 
world of high chool bas-
ketbalL "0" refers to 
Odin James, a phenom-
enal basketball player for 
the Palmetto Hill 
llawks. 
After winning the di-
vis ional title for his team 
almost single-handedly, 
Odin (Mekhi Phifer)·re-
turn to hi school as its 
hero and is honored as 
the team's MVP. 
Due to the string of high school 
shootings that took place during this 
time, the com pleted film remained 
untouched at Miramax Studios until it 
was picked up by Lions Gate Films. 
This time, Hollywood retells one 
of Shakespeare's earlier tragedies, 
"Othello." 
Odin's uccess unfor-
tunately spurs the anger 
of fellow teammate and 
friend, l!ugo (Jo h 
ll artnett). llugo's jeal-
ousy of Odin's attention 
from not only the school 
but a lso from his own 
father, the team's coach 
(Martin Sheen), causes 
him to conspire against 
L100s Gale Fims 
Hugo Goulding (Josh Hartnett) is confronted by Odin James (Mekhi Phifer) in ·o: the modern-day retelling of Shakespeare's 
"Othello." The film opened nationwide in theaters Friday. 
Like those films that came before 
it ("Ten Things I Hate About You," 
"Romeo and Juliet," "Hamlet" and 
"Romeo Must Die''), this film takes 
aspects ofShakespeare's original work 
and plays them out inside a different, 
more modernized arena. 
However, unlike its predecessors, 
"0" appears to merely take the play's 
bare plot and nothing more. As a re-
sult, the film leaves out much of the 
Odin. 
Hugo plans to break up Odin and 
hi s gi rlfriend Desi (Julia Stile ) by 
manipulating Odin into thinking Desi 
is cheating on him with fellow team-
mate Mike. 
With Odin 's pride being threat-
ened, his uncertainty about Desi's fi-
delity forces his jealous mind into 
working overtime, leading to tragic 
results. The sequence of events is 
identical to that of the original play. 
This is to be commended, given the 
Hunger relief 
"Taste of Cleveland" offers the city a 
festival of food and music. 
Young and old alike indulge in a wide array of foods served by 
Northeast Ohio restaurants (above). A worker from Arirang Garden 
located in Lyndhurst. "Taste of Cleveland" 2000 winner prepares a 
Korean dish (below). 
film's different etting and modernized 
dialogue. 
Unfortunately, this sequence of 
events is all the film has to stand on. 
"0" leaves behind the play's language, 
poetry and monologues , ultimately 
leaving a kind of emptiness to the film . 
Without Shakespeare 's language 
and poetry, the story loses its elo-
quence and sincerity. 
Odin's love for Desi or Hugo 's ha-
tred cannot be grasped as the film's 
story unfolds. 
The absence of monologues also 
leaves the film with a void to be filled. 
Instead of telling the audience what 
the characters might be thinking, the 
film instead chooses to rely on glances 
and stares to provide the audience with 
a small idea of what inner pain Odin 
may be feeling or what Hugo might 
be planning. 
Overall , the story of"O" is one tell-
ing the evils of jealousy, pride and 
m1stn.st, but it only succeeds m rclat 
ing the events of the story and not 
much else. 
This docs not neccssanly make the 
film bad, due to its fiuthfulness to the 
play's action and events. 
In fact , it may help turn Its v1ewers 
onto c lass ical literature, much like 
forthconung films "The Musketeer'' 
and "The Count ofMonte Cristo" will 
attempt to accomplish in upcoming 
months. 
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Music for a cause 
Plea for Peace/Take Action 
Tour helps National Hopeline 
Concert 
. 
revtew 
Plea for Peace/ 
Take Action Tour 
Agora Ballroom 
August 30 
Michael Dougherty 
made 1ts first stop in 
Cleveland since 1999. 
Touting their brand of 
emotionally charged 
post-punk rock, the 
Gaines vi lie, Florida-
based group won the 
title for most energy of 
the night as they 
treated fans to tracks 
both off their current 
release and some dat-
ing back to the group's 
earliest works. 
ARTS 
Arts Editor 
It almost seemed too ironic to ec 
a scuffie nearly break out during the 
last song from headliner Hot Water 
Music at a concert called "Plea for 
Peace." Perhaps the message of 
positivity had worn off too quickly 
for these attendees. 
ew material in-
cluded "Choked and 
Separated," "Paper 
Thin" and the title 
photo by MIChael Dougherty 
Chris Wollard of Hot Water Music rocks out for the National Hopeline at the Plea for 
PeacefTake Action Tour Thursday. 
track off of their latest album, "A 
Flight and a Crash." 
onetheless.the remainder of at-
tendees seemed to embrace and sup-
port the message and cause of the 
tour across the country benefiting 
the National Hopeline Network ( 1-
800-SUJCIDE) and other charities 
from canned-food donations from 
attendees. 
I ans enjoyed these tunes, but 
the real excitement came as the 
quartet played through numerous 
tracks from their 1999 release, "No 
Division." 
Chris Wollard and Chuck 
Ragan tr.adcd both vocals and gui-
tar parts on the pol itically-chargc 
'Tree Radio Gainesville," and the 
ultra-positive, "It's I lard to Know," 
whtch ended with the crowd chant-
ing, "Live your heart and never 
follow." 
The Plea for Peace title was in-
sptred by a song from the influen-
tial I 980's punk band, Operation 
Ivy. Just finishing their stint on the 
Vagrant Across America Tour, Al-
kaline Trio was back 111 Cleveland 
for the third time since May ex-
ecuting their brand of dark, catchy, 
cookie-cutter pop-punk . 
The tour, co-organt/ed by Asian 
Man and Sub City Records, stopped 
in Cleveland last Thursday as rart 
of the tour's ngourous 35-city jaunt. 
rn:sh off the release ofthctr fifth 
studw album. llot Water Music Opening with ''Clavicle," the 
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Attractions 
Movies 
In Theaters Tomorrow 
"The Musketeer," starring Mena Suvari 
"Rock Star," starring Mark Wahlberg 
"Soul Surviviors," starring Casey Affleck 
"Two Can Play That Game," starring 
Vivica A. Fox 
Music 
Just Released 
"Free Dirty," 01' Dirty Bastard 
"The Altogether," Orbital 
In Stores Tuesday 
"Face 2 Face," Babyface 
"Love and Theft ," Bob Dylan 
"A Funk Odyssey," Jamiroquai 
"Underneath," The Verve Pipe 
Concerts 
Tomorrow 
Dave Navarro at Odeon 
Saturday 
J\gainst All Authority, Waterdown, The Squirts 
at Blind Lemon 
Sunday 
Lynyrd Skynyrd and Ted Nugent at Yankee 
Lake 
Sammy Hagar at Nautica 
Tuesday 
Steelhorse Band at Fat Fish Blue 
Built to Spill , The Delusions at Agora Ballroom 
Wednesday 
The Owls, New End Original at Grog Shop 
Steelhorse Band at Fat Fish Blue 
Trio mixed between their older 
Asian Man Records releases and 
their latest album, "From Here to 
lnfinnary," on Vagrant Records. 
Perhaps due to a continuous 
summer touring schedule, the 
band's fatigue was evident 
throughout the set and it was not 
until their final two songs that the 
band got a second wind, putting ex-
tra energy into "Crawl" and "97." 
The band will not complete the 
entire tour together. Lead vocalist 
Matt Skiba will continue the re-
mainder of the tour performing an 
acoustic set of the band's songs 
starting a couple of dates into Sep-
tember. 
Massachu etts natives Cave In 
jumped back and forth across the 
line of hard rock and the mellow 
and avant-garde sides to songs 
taken primari ly from their "Creative 
Eclipses" and "Jupiter" releases, end-
ing with a blistering version of"Big 
Riff." 
Also appearing were Thrice, the 
Selby Tigers and show organizer 
Mike Park . 
Too many bands in the indepen-
dent rock circuit incorporate the po-
litical cliche into their music but 
rarely follow-up their words with ac-
tion. 
Giving 15 percent of each show's 
reven ue to the National Hopeline 
Network, the tour is planning on rais-
ing over $25,000. 
Independent artists taking a pay 
cut of this size show their true alle-
giance to a bigger issue and should 
be applauded, not only for thei r en-
tertain ing show, but for the attent ion 
given to a good cause. 
onight's 
Tidbits 
Friends <Repeat> NBC 8:00 
Monica drags Chandler to Las Vegas to see his much 
talked about, but never-before-seen, cross-dressing dad 
in his cabaret act. Rachel takes a less-than-joyful ride in 
Monica's Porsche with Ross rid ing shotgun . Joey 
discovers the pleasure of wearing women 's underwear. 
Will and Grace <Repeat> NBC9:00 
The romances between Grace and the annoying Nathan 
(Woody Harrelson) and between Will and a much younger 
guy are plagued by anxieties. 
ER <Repeat> NBC 10:00 
Dr. Greene suspects that a 7-year-old is being abused. A 
developmentally challenged woman , along with her 
brother, is an auto-accident victim . In the meantime, 
Maggie has a desire to return to where she grew up. 
Whose Line Is It Anyway? ABC 8:30 
Games include "Props," "Living Scenery" and "Song 
Styles." "Song Styles" finds Wayne and Brady 
amusingly crooning to a fitness trainer from the 
audience. 
MTV Video Music Awards MTV 8:oo 
Big Brother 2 Fox 9:oo 
The members of the house vote to evict the ninth 
houseguest. 
Who Wants To Be A Millionaire? 
(Repeat) ABC 9:00 
p 
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Top 10 Pop 
Singles 
1. Jennifer Lopez 
featuring Ja Rule, 
"I'm Real" 
2. Alicia Keys, "Fallin "' 
3. Janet, "Someone to Call 
My Lover" 
4. Blu Cantrell , "Hit 'Em 
Up Style" 
5. Eve featuring Gwen 
Stefani, "Let Me Blow Ya 
Mind" 
6. Jagged Edge featuring 
Nelly, "Where The Party 
At" 
7. Usher, "You Remind Me" 
8. Staind," It's Been 
Awhile" 
9. Train, "Drops of Jupiter" 
10. Lifehouse, "Hanging 
By A Moment" 
Top 10 Rap 
Singles 
1. Coo Coo Cal , 
"My Projects" 
2. Petey Pablo, "Raise Up" 
3. Po' White Trash & The 
Trailer Park, "Po ' Punch" 
4. 012, "Purple Hills" 
5. TaTa + Brando 
featuring Larry Poteat, 
"Let's Be Friends" 
6. Skillz, "Y'all Don 't 
Wanna " 
7. The Young Millionaires, 
"Grippin Grain" 
8. Young Phantom, "All 
My Thugs" 
9. Rising Son, "Make it 
Vibrate" 
1 O.Foxy Brown featuring 
Kelis, "Candy" 
Top 10 Video 
Rentals 
1. "The Mexican," 
starring Brad Pitt 
2. "Enemy at the Gates," 
starring Jude Law 
3. "15 Minutes," starring 
Robert De Niro 
4. "The Family Man," 
starring Nicholas Cage 
5. "Chocolat," starring 
Juliette Binoche 
6 . "3000 Miles to 
Graceland," starring 
Kevin Costner 
7. "The Wedding 
Planner," starring Jennifer 
Lopez 
8. "Josie & The 
Pussycats," starring Tara 
Reid 
9. "Cast Away," starring 
Tom Hanks 
10. "0 Brother, Where 
Art Thou?," starring 
George Clooney 
Veronica Gorley 
Features Editor 
Imagine this: It" your first day of college and 
you're on the Quad playing some game called 
"Jell-0 BO\\I." 
Bizarre? That's what some of this year's 
freshmen thought. 
"It was dumb because you didn't learn 
anyone's name," said freshman am Pacelli of 
Chicago. 
Jill ian Pcvo of Watkins Glen, Y, was al o 
di appointed by the games. 
"It made me more nervous than anything," 
the freshman said. 
Another fre hman, Erica Gilson, said the First 
Days events were helpful overall . 
"It was a good experience," said the Wooster 
re ident. " It allowed me to meet different people, 
and I think it brought up a lot of important is ue 
that freshmen face." 
Freshman Connor Mullin aid they followed 
a schedule for most of Freshman First Days. 
"Except for Sunday," added the Richmond 
!Ieight resident. "Sunday was coo l. We had a 
lot of time on our own." 
Pevo admitted she kipped some of the events. 
"We just unpacked all our stuff and arranged 
everyth ing," she said. " o one else went either, 
so we got to know everyone e lse in the ha llway." 
Brights or whites? Doing laundry is one of the first difficulties many freshmen encounter. 
However, she did see the illusioni t Thur -
day night. 
"It wa entertaining," she said. 
Pacelli, though, said he wasn't impressed with 
the illusionist-- who wore purple pants and had 
a balding mullet , he added. 
''He made fun disappear," Pacelli said, dis-
appointed. 
Freshman David 0' ei ll of Bay Village, Oh. 
disliked Saturday's activities. 
"Learning how to use the library was really 
fun," he said sarcastically. "The diversity work-
shop was absolutely horrible. The lady was brib-
ing us with candy." 
"They till kind of treated us like middle 
schoo lers," 0' eill mused. 
On the other hand, Gilson enjoyed the diver-
sity event. 
"It was an interesting way to bring up the is-
sue of diver ity," she said. "It wasn't the ame 
old, boring peech we hear all the time." 
Another one of the First Days' highlights was 
Saturday's video dance party, which had a dis-
appointing turnout. Mullin said that he and his 
friends showed up to the dance party at II :30 
p.m ., and only a handful of people were there. 
Other activities were met with a better recep-
tion. O'Neill said the climbing wall and the 
bungee cord run on Friday night were hi s favor-
ite activities. Mullin and Pacelli agreed that their 
favorite activity was Friday night' Hot Beats, 
Cool Treat , complete with ice cream and a OJ . 
Freshman Jim Wells, 18, of Erie, Pa. , said the 
best part about First Day wa "The time we 
didn't do anything. The free time we had to get 
to know people." 
Mullin aid he would have liked more free 
time during First Days. Though he met a lot of 
people, he said, "It doesn't mean anything. It's 
ju t hallow conversation. You don't need staff 
members to put people together." 
I low, then, have the first two weeks of col-
lege been so far'? 
"I like it, except for it's a lot of reading, and 
it's like really preppy," Pevo said . 
Pacelli has mixed feelings about JCU. 
"The food sucks, and the meal times are in-
convenient," Pacelli said. " But !like having only 
two classes a day and waking up at noon for the 
first class." 
Wells noticed that doing laundry isn't ea y. 
"You know what I love?" Well said sarcasti-
cally. "Fre hmen doing laundry. I had this nice 
structure shirt ... " 
Well trailed off as he displayed a gold shirt 
with blue marks on the back. l-Ie conti nued with 
another laundry room horror: " I had an extra pair 
of underwear in my laundry basket. Tighty-
whiteys." he said, disgusted. " I got a paper towel 
and threw them away." 
Welcome to college life. 
SIDE Q 
What do you miss the most 
about home? 
What do you miss the most 
about home? 
• My '67 Cobra. 
- Will Manning, junior. 
• I miss sunbathing. 
- Ross Dawson, junior. 
• The little league team I coach. 
- Pete Arconti, sophomore. 
• Friends. 
- Jerold Ahn, junior. 
• Food. 
- Alex Gehring, junior. 
• Completely nothing, except my parents and 
my siblings. Other than that, I miss nothing. 
- Joe Ptak, freshman. 
• Food. Definitely the food already. 
-Rob Lowe, senior. 
• Nothing, to be honest with you. 
- Chuck Carfagna, sophomore. 
• My girlfriend. 
- Chad Ladley, sophomore. 
• Family. 
- Megan Mitchell, junior. 
• I miss showering normally. 
-Jessica Marzinelli, sophomore. 
• Rivers and beaches. I'm from Puerto Rico. 
- Zahil Caraballo, freshman. 
• Family, friends, constant sunshine and 
having home-cooked food . 
- Brie Collins, junior. 
• The shower and my bed . 
- Rosena Jackson, freshman. 
• Having clean bathrooms. 
- Melissa Kocurko, junior. 
• My boyfriend . 
- Beth Lohr, junior. 
• Family and just being able to go out in my 
backyard and suntan. 
- Angela Kaminski, junior. 
-- compiled by Veronica Gorley 
Ann Skerkoski 
Year: Freshman. 
Major: Athletic 
Training. 
Hometown: 
Richmond Heights, 
Ohio. 
Hobbies: Swimming, 
running , watching 
movies and playing 
soccer. 
Favorite game: 
Balderdash. 
Longtime dream: To 
go to Australia. 
Something few 
people know about 
you: I have a twin 
sister. 
Favorite actor: 
Omar Epps. 
How would you 
describe yourself? 
Open-minded. 
Most interesting 
person or group 
you've ever met: 
Last summer I met 
the Olympic Diving 
Team. 
Worst aspect of 
JCU: The way people 
dress. They dress up 
way too much. 
Best advice you've 
ever received: Life 
isn't a track meet, it's a 
marathon. 
Greatest 
accomplishment: 
I have four school 
records in swimming. 
Favorite quote: 
Reach for the moon, but 
if you miss, you'll fall 
among the stars. 
ng a squirt gun, freshman 
Weimer participates In a 
activity for Murphy Hall. 
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The Rapid may come tn handy for freshmen and sophomores deprived of vehicles 
• Aladdin's Eatery, 12447 Cedar Road: Lebanese and veg-
etarian cuisine. 
• Buca di Beppo, 1541 Golden Gate Place: 
Italian food in family-size portions. 
• Champps Americana, 5835 Landerbrook Drive: 
Bar and grill. 
• Chipotle's Mexican Grill, 13953 Cedar Rd.: 
Made-to-order burritos and tacos. 
• Denny's Restaurant, 6702 Wilson-Mills Road: 
A restaurant and bakery that stays open late. 
• Geraci's Restaurant, 2266 Warrensville Center: 
Pizza and other Italian specialties.· 
• Hard Rock Cafe at Tower City: 
Bar and grill. 
• Houlihans of Cleveland, 3750 Orange Place: 
Bar and grill. 
• J. Alexander's Restaurant, 5824 Landerbrook Drive: 
Bar and grill. 
• Mama Santa Restaurant and Pizzeria, 12305 Mayfield Road: 
Inexpensive Italian specialties. 
• Mongolian Barbeque, 1854 Coventry Road: 
All-you-can-eat, made-to-order specialty food. 
• Olive Garden, 3725 Orange Place: 
Specializes in Italian cuisine. 
• Panini's, 1854 Coventry Rd.: 
Bar and grill offers pizza and sandwiches with cole slaw 
and French fries. 
• Soul Vegetarian, 2240 Lee Rd. or- 12814 Buckeye Road: 
A meatless menu for the Vegan. 
• T.G.I. Friday's, 1641 Golden Gate Plaza: 
Bar and grill. 
• Tommy's, 1824 Coventry Rd.: 
Sandwiches, falafels and thick milk shakes. 
Amazing Wok: 
Domino's Pizza: 
Marco's Pizza: 
The Oven Fresh Pizza Co.: 
Papa John's Pizza: 
Pizza Hut: 
Rascal House: 
Taste of China Restaurant: 
(216) 397-8282. 
(216) 371-3400. 
(216) 382-5111. 
(216) 932-2000. 
(216) 691-1982. 
(216) 524-4444. 
(216) 397-3333. 
(216) 991-4828. 
Flash your JCU ID, and you'll get a 10 percent discount at Arabica on 
Fairmount Circle or at China Gate in Cedar Center. 
Domino's on Lee also has specials for students: one large, one-topping 
pizza for $7 or two, one-topping pizzas for $13. 
Other organizations that offer various student discounts are Papa John's 
on Cedar, Rosalina Mark Frank Hair Salon on Fairmount Circle, Dobama 
Theatre in Coventry and Richard Carla for Hair on Warrensville Center. 
t 
Helpful information for incoming students 
Ace Taxi: 
A m eriCab (has 15-passenger vans): 
Yellow-Zone Cab (has 15-passenger vans): 
United Cab Company of Cleveland: 
Airport Transportation: 
(216) 361-4700. 
(216) 881-1111. 
(216) 623-1500. 
(216) 398-9000. 
1-800-655-5811. 
The Rapid Transit is an excellent mode of public transportat10'l 1f your 
destination 1s downtown and you are among the carless on camp s. 
The closest Rapid stat1on IS south of campus on Belvoir or Warr ville 
A one-way tnp costs $1.50 To go downtown, tak~ the Green Ltne West 
Schedules are con 1stent on weekdays and Saturdays, but times vary on 
Sundays and holidays For exact times or for bus schedules, check 
www.gcrta.org. 
Barista Cafe: 
Mo nday through Friday ................ · ................ 8:30a.m.- 8 p.m . 
Saturday and Sunday .................................... 11 :30 a .m . - 7 p.m. 
Snack Bar: 
Monday through Wednesday .................... 11 a.m. - 12:30 a.m. 
Thursday and Friday....... . .. .................... 8 :30 a.m. - midnight. 
Saturday and Sunday ..................................... 3 p .m . - midnight. 
Library 
Monday through Thursday ..................... 7:30- a.m. - midnight. 
Friday ................................................... .. ........ ....... 7:30 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
Saturday .. .. .............. ........ .. ........ .. ............ .......... ...... . 1 0 a.m - 6 p.m. 
Sunday .............. .. .... .. ............................ .. ............ 11 a.m.- midnight. 
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Clues for the car-less 
\ou han: no car. It's a high schoolcr\ wor. t 
nightmare, and a Carroll student's reality that 
is, 1fyou're a freshman. 
Here an.: a fc" ways to make the best of your 
brainpower during a time w1th a lack of horse-
power. 
Check out what's happenmg on campus. 
"What'?!" you exclaun, "Something's happen-
ing on campus!?" 
Yes. indeed. 
Go to .Ja\'a .lams in the Underground on 
Thursdays or Open Mic night~ 111 the Marinello 
L1llle Theatre on Wednesdays. 
Check out the schedule of fall fitness pro-
grams. Learn to swing dance, center your spirit 
and become one w1th your body through yoga, 
get tough w11h kickboxmg or tone up your abs 
for spring break. 
You can try just one and slick toll, or sample 
a taste of cvcrythmg from step aerobics to Irish 
dancmg. Not only arc these great acllvillcs for 
strcngthcnmg your body, they're great ways to 
meet new people. There arc enough classes of-
fered that you should be able to find something 
to fit your full course load. 
Venture ofT campus. Yes, with a little pcrsis-
tcnce and patience, you can do it. 
The rap1d runs stra1ght to 'J ower C1ty VIall, 
also the center of downtown Clc\eland Shop at 
your fa\'oritc stores, cat at the I lard Rock Cafe 
or watch first-run mov1cs for $5 "ith your stu-
dent ID. 
If you want to go somewhere else downtown, 
you can cut down on cab fares by hallmg a cab 
from Tower City and heading to your favorite 
ethnic restaurant, a musical in the playhouse di -
tnct or a pcrfonnance of one of the country's best 
orchestras. 
W1th a lillie practice, you can also make ex-
cellent usc of the KIA bus system. There is a 
stop right on I ainnount Circle, and you can pick 
up schedules in the Student Services Center. 
Shop at Beachwood, visit friends at Case or make 
a tnp to the art museum. 
Last but certainly not least, never forget the 
basics. There arc lots of advantages to living in 
a dorm. Your friends are right there. 
Make parties of your favorite telcvi ion 
shows. kip the cafeteria on Sundays and order 
Chinese food with your closest buds. Talk all 
night in your pajama . Rent old movie · from 
the library and order pizza from one of dozens 
of places wanting to give you a good deal just 
because you're in college. 
Freshmen Jim 
Schlamo, Jen 
Prince, and Mark 
Weimer share a 
meal at the 
cafeteria during 
their first week at 
JCU (above). 
Jim Schlamo works 
on his homework 
while he waits for 
an available 
washing machine 
(right). 
pholo by Doug Noms 
www. carrollnewsonline. com 
Open house. 
Newsroom. 7 p.m. 
Thursday. 
September 6. 
Be there. 
JCU 
DISCOUNT 
HONORED 
The Carroll News 
2263 Warrensville Center Road 
University Heights. Ohio A4118 
Phor e: (216) 371-9585 
* Walking Distance from JCU! 
*Open Tuesday/Thursday Until 8 PM! 
Manicure • Pedicure • Waxing 
l!ILC 
Air raid lifts football over Catholic 
Jim Vogel 
Sports Editor 
It wa a capital game for the John Carroll 
Univer ity football team. 
The Blue Streaks (1-0, 0-0 OA ) threw a 
great passing game and a dominating defense at 
Catholic University in the 200 I eason opener. 
For three quarters, Catholic was held careless 
on the way to JCU 's 23-6 victory. 
Sophomore defen ive end Matt Sulzer 's 
fumble recovery and enior free safety Michael 
Mystic's 19-yard interception return set the tone 
for the game on CUA' fir t two drive . 
"! ju t happen to be in the right place at the 
right time," Sulzer said. " And l ju t fe ll on the 
ball." 
After the turnovers, junior punter Ryan Wolf 
nailed a hot that put CUA inside of their own 
l 0-yard line. Wolf averaged 35.3 yards-per-punt 
and planted three inside of Catholic's 20-yard 
line. 
The Blue Streaks would not allow Catholic 
to gain a first down on the drive and enior re-
ceiver John Clark returned a punt to CUA' 35-
yard line. Six plays later, sophomore tailback 
Ryan DeGeorge pushed in for a !-yard touch-
down run . 
Head coach Regis Scafe gets his troops ready for battle, practicing next to the softball field . 
ear the end of the first half, junior quarter-
back Tom Arth nailed a 59-yard pass to Clark. 
After recovering his own fumble, Arth then 
ran in 2 yards to put the Blue Streaks up, 14-0, 
at the half. 
Arth would come up big for JCU in the sec-
ond half as well. 
Starting at his own 31, Arth launched the ball 
37 yards on a pass to enior receiver Je ff Lerner 
and two p lays late r put JCU up by 20 o n a 
completion to senior recei ver Brian Shellito. 
After mis ing twice earlier 
from 42 and 37 yards out, jun-
ior place-kicker Franco Barile 
would add another three points 
with a 32-yard field goal in the 
fourth. 
the ball and the coaches liked that." 
Junior cornerback Greg Dochod led the team 
with eight tackles . 
Senior linebacker Scott Parker added five solo 
tackles to the cause. 
Senior cornerback Perry Kraft returned to the 
lineup after receiving a season-ending injury only 
one game into the 2000 season. 
Kraft intercepted a pass and broke up two 
more . 
While the de fense controlled the ba ll on the 
g round and in the a1r, the offe nse had some 
~•NI@llct game: Marietta 
yards and a touchdown . 
Clark and Lerner both caught live passes for 
I 09 and 73 yards , respectively. Arth spread the 
ball around, complet ing passes to 12 dt!Tercnt 
Blue Streaks. 
Carroll now has a week o fT to prepare l(lr their 
Oh1 0 Athletic Conference opener at Marietta 
Sept. 15. 
Last season\ game at home aga 111st \1 an t:t ta 
was an offensive shn\Hinw n '' 1t h th e Blue 
Streaks comtng out on top. 42 15 . 
The 200 l home opener 1s Sept 22. ' ' hen J( ·u 
faces Mount Un10n, the top-ranked 
team in the OAC. 
'That is the biggest game of the 
season, but we're JUSt play111g it 
week by week ,'' Sui/Cr sa1d . 
"That's a huge win because if 
On the very next drive, 
Catholic quarterback Derek 
McGee nailed a 74-yard touch-
down pass to give CUA their 
only score of the day. 
Site, time: Marietta, OH; 6p.m. Sept. 15 you're able to beat Mount Union, 
you can easily have a shot at the 
national title." Key fact: JCU has never been defeated by the 
A team effort by the JCU 
defense hut Catholic down for 
most of the day, nailing four tackles for losses, 
recovering three fumbles, grabbing two sacks 
and taking a pair of interceptions .. 
"We played real well," Sulzer said. "We have 
a lot of room for improvement. We all flew to 
Pioneers with a record of 12-0-1. 
trouble running the ball. DeGeorge led the way 
with 59 yards, but overall CUA ran for a dozen 
IT!ore yards. 
The key for the offen e was a great passing 
game. Arth completed 26 of 38 passe for 343 
The home games will be 
played at Bedford Stadium at 
Bedford High School this season. 
Playing off campus does not 
upset the Blue Streaks that much. 
"Truefully, it's not that big a deal," Sulzer 
said. "We only have four home games. We're 
going to train just as we would if we were at 
Wa mer Field." 
Cross country runs into Case Western 
Eddie Mileti 
Staff Reporter 
Irony is often part of sports. Saturday, at the 
Bill Sudeck Classic, the John Carroll University 
cross country team experienced it. -
Kathy Lanese, who resigned as head coach 
of the women's cro s country and track and field 
teams, faced her old team. The Blue Streaks fin-
ished in last place with a total core of 211. 
Lanese's new team, Case Western Reserve 
University, finished just ahead of JCU with a total 
score of 126. Baldwin-Wallace won with 36 
points. 
Following B-W was Allegheny with 56, 
Findlay was third with 75 points, Mount Union 
took fourth with 99 points and Muskingum 
earned 112 points for fifth place. 
Although Case finished one place ahead of 
the Blue Streaks, there were positive feelings 
from both sides. 
"We were sad to have her go," said sopho-
more Cara Mazzocca, who finished in 66th place 
with a time of23 minutes, 18 seconds. "We know 
she supports us. She congratulated us on our ef-
fort." 
"I don't think any of u have any hard feel-
ings toward her," said enior Katie Machusick, 
who finished in 48th po ition with a time of 
21:59. "Going to Case was probably the best 
thing for her." 
Sophomore Shannon McConville, a transfer 
student from Ohio University, was Carroll's top 
finisher in 34th place with a time of21: 19. 
Freshmen Ashley Hnath and Jacqui Jarosz fin-
ished with times of22:02 and 23:54 earned them 
50th and 74th place, respectively. 
Katie Gallagher crossed the line in 64th place 
with 22:59 on the clock. Senior Suzie Sauer fin-
ished in 79th position with a time of24:57. 
The men's team fared better as they scored 
100 points to 
finish in 5th 
Cross Country place out of eight teams. 
Case took 
the top honors 
with 49 points 
followed by 
Mount Union at 
54 points. 
Next game: Muskingum Invitational 
Site, time: New Concord, OH; TBA 
Key fact: In 2000, both the men and 
women's teams won this tournament. Third place 
went to B-W, 
who scored 74 points while forth went to Allegh-
eny with 97. 
Finishing behind JCU was Findlay at 160. 
Seventh and· eight went to Muskinghum and 
Betlfany with 182 and 260 points apiece. 
Carroll's "triple-H" combination of junior 
Brad Hull, junior captain Eric Heintz and junior 
Matthew Hils had three of the top four times for 
the Blue Streaks. 
Hull finished sixth with a time of26:57. Hils 
took ninth position with a time of27:05. 
Sophomore Josh Falbo finished 26th with a 
time of 27:48, just ahead of Heintz who had a 
time of 28:07 to earn 31st position. 
Sophomore Drew Poppleton finished in 33rd 
place clocking in at 28:09. 
A pair of freshmen, Kevin Kane and A.J. 
Andrassy, finished soon after Poppleton. Kane 
took 37th place with a time of28:24, Andra y 
was eight seconds back and in 39th place. 
Junior Patrick Woltman took 79th place with 
a time of30:25. Freshman Josh Czerwin ·ki was 
five seconds back and in 81 t position. 
"We should be much improved this year,'' 
head coach Dick Mann said. 
Mann will begin his fourth year heading up 
cross country and his fifth for track and Jield. 
"If we can stay healthy, we hould tum the 
program a little bit around for the girl and the 
men," Mann said. 
Mann will coach both the men and women's 
eros country and track and field teams tbi year. 
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"It is just a 
Game" 
Commentary by Eddie Milcti 
fhat's what a parent usually tells the1r 
son or daughter after lo ·ing one It is Just 
a game. 
Those words were lost durim: the 200 I 
Little League PlayofT,. Oanny~Aimontc. 
nicknamed "the httk unit" had an all·con-
quenng fastball m1xed with a wicked 
sltder leaving the opposition dumb-
founded 
It also len thl! parcnll. confused as hov, 
Sl)l11e{me only 12-years-old could thr<l\1 
that well. Their su~p1e1on led them to in-
Yest I 0,000 to hire a pnvatc im cstigator 
to sec if"thc little unit'' was a ltttle bigger 
than he said . 
Sport~ l llustratcd mag<11111e found what 
the imcsugator was looking for. Little 
league l)Oicla[, were pre ·cntcd with an 
aflida> 11 stattng ,\Jmnntc was actually 14. 
L1ttk• League oflie1als and the gnvl.'rn· 
mcnt ()f the Dom111ican Rcpubltc, the na· 
twn Almonte \\as born 111, pursued n 
lengthy 111\Cstlgation ond c:m1c to lhl.' con-
clusion that he was born April ? , I <)X7 and 
not April 7. I <)X9 . Dmm} Almonte \\as 
over the lcagtll' age ltnut . 
L ittlc l.cagul.' oflkials to~lk nnnwd1 
ate action . The Rolando Paulino All \tars , 
!monte\ tl.'am . \\ crc li.lrlctted from the1r 
200 I playo ll' rc~ult s and ,\!monte's pitl:h · 
ing records were ,!lsn erased . 
fe lipe Almonte. Danny's li1the1, 1s un-
der an cdueatlnn -ncg lcl: t imestigation 
from ch1ld "1:1 litn..• oflicial. .• ot only was 
Danny Almonte out of his league .tgc-
wisc, hut hi.' \\as also out of sd10nl. lhc 
Adnunistration for Child Scrv1ccs says 
that children must. by law, attend school 
until they arc 17. 
Since Almonte and his family came to 
the United States over a year ago, they 
wanted a better life. However. the means 
to a better life was by riding the gravy train 
and their son was the meal ticket. Instead 
of enrolling his son in school, Almonte 
has let his son spend his time here in the 
United States by ''eahng and playing ba.ll." 
Those were Felipe Almonte's own words. 
What kind of father sacrifices his son's 
welfare and future by not enrolling him 
in school and instead has him do nothing 
but play baseball in anticipation of mak-
ing it to the Major League. 
Almonte is usmg his son as a future 
investment in the sports market. Every 
child deserves an education and he was 
denying his son of tt. 
Almonte is not the only culprit. How 
often do we see parents not necessarily 
using their children as a future meal ticket. 
but using them as an exten ion of their 
belated ego . 
Living vicanously through their kids 
is no way for parents to teach, love and 
nurture their own flesh and blood. 
Hey parents, your playing days are 
over and just because you did not make it 
to the majors does not mean your kids 
have to suffer from your insecurities of a 
lost attempt at glory. 
Almonte's strategy was simple. 
Present a fa! e date of birth, let his son 
dominate and gain notoriety thus attract-
ing scouts and have him sign a profes-
sional ba eball contract in two years. 
Daddy Almonte can turn into Agent 
Almonte and live off his on's professional 
contract. After 20 years of succes his ·on 
will retire with lots of money and nothing 
else but that. 
The jig is up, Almonte, but as least the 
average kid can compete against boys hi 
own age while attending school and get 
an educatton as wdl. 
Cheer up. Felipe: it is ju t a game. 
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Women's soccer shut down and out 
The Blue Streaks finish last in tournament 
Men's soccer ready 
to repeat in 0 A C Theresa Jurak 
Senior Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll Univer:ity women's 
occer team opened its season with tough 
lo,ses against two nationally-ranked teams 
at the Ohio \\'esle~ an Class1c. 
aturday. the Battling Bishops of Ohio 
\\ cslcyan. ranked :·.lxth 1n the nation 
among 01\ ision Ill teams, blanked the 
Blue Streaks (0-2. 0-0 OAC), 4-0. 
The B1shops cashed in on one of eight 
comer k1cks 23 mmutcs into the first half. 
burying a shot 111 the back of the Blue 
Streaks· net to bcg1n the sconng. 
Two of 0\\'l 's four goals came 
d1rectly from the coma. • 
"\\'e d1d not defend against corner 
kicks." head coach Tracy fllas1us said. 
"That is a wcaknc s of ours and we'll be 
working on it 
next week." 
With J5 
seconds left m 
the first half, 
() h I 0 
Wesleyan's 
f·rika IIO\\ land 
booted in an 
unassisted goal 
from 20-yards 
out. In the 
second half, the 
B1shops finished otrthe Blue Streaks w1th 
scores at the 40:25 and 19:08 marks. 
The Blue Streaks only managed to get 
ofT one shot in 90 mmutes. It was taken 
by scn1or m1dfieldcr Jill Comerford 
In the net for J ·u, semor Kelly 
Spllaleri made s1x save> on the B1shops' 
24 shots. 
"Despite four goals, p1taleri played 
well," Blasius sa1d. 
Spitaleri continued to play well 
throughout the weekend, when she held the 
Denison univers1ty Big Red to a pair of 
goals. The Blue Streaks lost to the Big 
Red, ranked 25th 111 Division Ill, 2-0 
unday. 
It was 1-0 at the half, and the second 
goal was scored w1th only eight mmutes 
left 111 the game. 
"I thought the defense played well 
against Denison." scn1or defender Amy 
Marcehs smd. ·'Both goals came with eight 
1mnutes left. and it >howed us that we have 
to play for the full 45 mmutes.'' 
"Our defense was soh d." Blasius sa1d. 
"Ciara Bryan and Amy Marcehs were rock 
solid out there. We had good performances 
from our freshmen, and Kathcrme Sheehan 
and Courtney Bennett played well " 
Despite be1ng dismantled by the 
Bishops, Blasius is confident that both 
Oh1o Wesleyan and Demson could help 
JCU later in the season if the Blue Streaks 
win the conference and receive an NCAA 
tournament bid. 
They will most hkely see a rematch 
against either team. 
In the next week. the Blue Streaks Will 
face two regional foes. Pennsylvania 
State-Behrend and Geuysburg College. 
"We' re very eager to go against PSU-
Behrcnd,'' ,\llarcehs said. "There IS no 
reason why we shouldn't walk away wtth 
awm." 
"PSLJ-Bchrcnd is always a good 
rcg1onal matchup," Hlasiu: said. "We 
played a good game last year and I know 
they'll be lookmg for redemption." 
The Blue Streaks defeated the L10ns, 
4-1. durmg the 2000 campa1gn. 
Blasius' 
Women's Soccer 
alma mater. 
Gettysburg 
will present 
e Next game: Gettysburg JCU with stiff competition. 
Site, time: Gettysburg, PA; 1p.m. Saturday Blaisus, who was the 
schoo I' first 
All-American 
in women's 
Key fact: Carroll is halfway to the four consecu-
five losses it had at the beginning of 2000. 
losses will work positively for her team. 
"It's going to help us down the road," 
she said. "We've seen the best and we've 
played them. I'm dissatisfied with the way 
we played on Saturday, but I definitely can 
take positives out of the weekend." 
Marcel is can also attest to the feeling. 
"We started the season like this last 
year, with a tough weekend," Marcclis 
sa1d. "But, all I can say to the newcomers 
is that it comes in time and with patience." 
Early exposure to tough teams like 
soccer, wi II 
face her old 
college coach, Todd Wawrousek. 
"Gettysburg had a good opening 
weekend," Blasius said. "They'll be 
tough on the road." 
The Bullets finished their opening 
weekend with two wins in their own 
Gettysburg Classic. 
"We're also very eager to play them," 
Marcel is said of the Bullets. "As of right 
now, Gettysburg is not ranked nationally. 
ln terms of matching up teams, it is a 
better comparison." 
Morgan Waldron 
Assistant Sports Editor 
One m1ght come to the conclusion that 
when a soccer team lose two solid 
defenders, two aii-OAC forwards, a four 
year, first team aii-OAC sweeper and an 
all-rcg10n goaltender who was named 
Defens1ve Player of the Year last year, that 
it 1mght be experiencing some enormous 
setbacks. 
Th1s IS not the case. however, for the 
John Carroll Lnivers1ty men ·s soccer 
team, who looks to be even stronger than 
it was Ia t year. This would be quite a 
feat considering that the team won the 
OAC champ1onsh1p against Wilmington. 
With a solid incoming fre hman class 
and five returning starters, including 
leading scorer, sophomore forward Chris 
lleslep. and standout sophomore 
mid fielder Kevin Pitorak, the players have 
even higher expectations than they did last 
fall. 
"Even though we graduated a lot of 
talent, our freshman class and transfer 
students have just as much, making our 
bench even more deep than it was last 
year," ophomore sweeper T J Kolbjl said. 
"There i honestly no reason why we can't 
repeat what we did Ia I year and even do 
better." 
Carroll began the sea on at the Ohio 
Wesleyan Fred Meyers Invitational. 
Friday, the team squared off against 
Allegheny, taking the game convincingly 
with a 3-0 score. 
Heslep netted two goals. The first 
came from a through ball by Pitorak, 
splitting the defenders, allowing Heslep 
to go one-on-one with the goaltender and 
put the ball away. 
The second came from a punt by 
sophomore goaltender John Garber. 
Heslep controlled the breakaway to beat a 
couple of defenders and finish for hi 
second goal of the game. 
Freshman forward Chad Vangas scored 
the th1rd goal. assisted by junior defender 
Keegan Schoen. 
The next game was not easy for the 
Blue Streaks. They faced a tough Ohio 
Wesleyan team. who came into the match 
ranked number five in the nation for 
Div1sion Ill schools. 
The first half was a struggle for Carroll 
as the Bishops dominated, controlling the 
ball. 
The momentum changed at the sound 
of a whistle. when Wesleyan wa' given a 
red card late in the first half, forcing them 
to play a man down for the rest of the game. 
The Blue Streak took advantage of 
this situation quickly as freshman 
midfieldcr Dusty Stelmak scored early in 
the second, giving them a 1-0 lead. 
The Bishops were able to net a goal as 
the game was winding down, evening the 
score at one. 
In overtime, lleslep came through 
again, scoring the winning goal on an 
excellent opposite foot hot to the right 
comer of the net. 
Heslep was the tournament MVP and 
received all-tournament honors. 
Kolba, Pitorak and Schoen were also 
named to the all-tournament list. 
Though JCU won the tournament, 
everyone understands there is room for 
improvement. 
JCU was ranked eighth among 
Division III schools. 
JCU faces Case Western Reserve today 
and then hosts No. 15 ranked Kalamazoo 
Saturday. 
Stop by the Carroll News office 
tonight at 7 p.m. and join the non-
stop laughfest that are our lives. 
Men's Soccer 
Next game: Case Western Reserve 
Site, time: Cleveland, OH; 4p.m. today 
Key fact: JCU opened with more than two 
straight wins only twice in the last 10 years. 
eaks of 
Chris Heslep 
Sophomore, Soccer 
l psct nauvnall) rankcd Oh1o 
\\ t'skyan, na11ing a gamc·l\ innmg 
•oal "1th kss than thrct' mmuh:' 
r.:ma1n1ng 111 01 crt1111~ of J( l ··s 2 
I\ 1rtor1 '>atunl.l). I he goal \\Oil 
the lrcd \l~crs ln11tatwnal. 
( arroll had lit'\ er bcfore bcarcn 
0\\ l '. lk.lcp won the DICk 
<iauthicr ,\ward a. thc \1\ I' of the 
tournament with tlm:c goals. 
Brad Hull 
Junior, Cross Country 
Set .1 personal best tunc at the 
':>qu1re \aile~ I ann course m the 
200 I B1ll Sudc:ck Clas IC \t 26 
mill lites. 57 :c:wnds. I! was the 
~ccond best tune in Hull\ career 
and was good enough to cam him 
a sl\th place finish and pu. h 
Carroll mto titih place llull\only 
bctter pcrfonnace ''as a :!6J7 time 
at the 1999 0\( Championship. 
a es 
E\TERI'IG THE HALL-- Six former Blue Streaks were selected to enter the John Carroll Uni\ersity AthletiC 
II all of hunc during ccrc:mlllllcs to be held at the II all of Fame dinner dunng the llomecoming wcckcnd. Jerr} Porter 
(Class of I 95R) was a captain of the first President's Athletic Conference championship team Ill 1957. Porter was tw1ce 
named to the first-team AII-PAC' team and l\1 icc an honorable mention for the All "Ohio team. Kevin Schaffer (Class of 
I<Jlll) also eamed a pair of spots on the AII-PAC team in 1980 and 1981 as a member of the basehallteam Schaffer was 
S-1 111 his final two \'cars and the runner for the PAC Player of the Year award both seasons. Rich Kramer (Class of 
19~6) was" m~mb.:r of the ,\11-PA( first te<~m four t1mes. The league's hcad coache awarded Kramer his fourth award 
tkspllc a career-endmg knee injury tllat took away his entire senior year. Only four other Blue Streaks ha1e been an all-
con!Crcnc.: sclcction four times. 
Craig flufTrnan (Cla~s or 1989) won h1s tirst AII-PAC selection in h1s freshman year, when he was also the league·. 
Rook1c of the Year. llufrman earned two more league honors, three team MVP awards. the JCU three-point record 
(11 l11ch still stands). two of the top ten scoring seasons in JCU history and a spot on the 1986 NCAA Division Ill South 
Region All-tournam.:nt Team. Mark Sullivan (Class of 1990) was a CAA Division Ill Wrestling All-American and a 
nallonal runner-up in 19tl4 and I <187. Sullivan also played football in 1986 and earned an Associated Press Little All-
\merican a\\ard. In I 988. Eli:mbeth Hanna :\1orrison (Cla of 1990) was the Most Valuable Player in the PAC. where 
she \~On two ingles and a doubles titk The three tic team MVP won the first Ohio Athletic Conference in 1990 
fi111shmg her career with a record of72-l 0. 
PRESE \SO~ POLLS FA\'OR JCl' --The JCU volleyball team received a boost when the OAC Preseason Coaches' 
Poll placed them fitih after a 3-6 OAC record in 2000. The 43 points for JClJ were still a far cry from the o. I team, 
Ohio ~orthcm (80 points), but also nowhere near the cellar occupied by o. 10 Wilmington (9 points). 
Both the coaches and the media picked JC:l.i ·econd in the pre ea "Oil football polls. Mount l!nion held first by more 
than 40 po111ts in the medm (358 total), but the poll also indicated that it could be a two team race. The two teams tied for 
third place, Ohio orthem and Wilmington, were another 46 point behind the Blue Streak . The Purple Raiders of 
'vlount Union again held a definitive edge 111 the coache "'poll w1th 81 points. but ONU was nipping nght on Carroll's 
hecls for the o. 2 spot JUst two point! back at 66. The national media is also recognizing JCU. D3football.com. Street 
& Smith ·s Sports Busmes ·Journal. Don llansen 's Football Gazette and Lindy's magazme all ranked Carroll in the top 
3~ 111 Diu1on Ill !i.1otball. putting the Blue treaks in th. 13th. 20th and 24rh. respectively. 
\l READ\ \LL-A:\IERIC A '\S - Football Ga~ette a\\arded two JCU seniors. recei\er Jeff Lerner and defensive 
ta.:klc l:nk L rd11k. spots on n· pre.ea"on \ll-Amcrican tcam. placing them as two of the top I 00 players in Dl\'iSIOn Ill. 
• 
SPORTS 
Volleyball gets 
tough bounces 
Nikki Siezio 
Staff Reporter 
Thts past weekend, the John Carroll llni\l~rsity 
volleyball team traveled to Cincinnati to compete at 
the Franklin Sa1 mgs ln\itational. 
Although JCL, ( 1-3, 0-0 OAC') had a shaky start, 
the Blue Streaks finished strong at the close of the 
tournmm:nt 111th an outstanding 11in agamst Southern 
Virgmia (30-24, 30-14. 30-12). 
\II seven of the teams in \I ted to the tournament 
were considered nearly e1·en as far as talent ts 
concerned. 
" kill wtsc, we 11en: with ever) team there, 
although our n.:cord dtdn't shm1 it," sophomon: setter 
Beth Cooper said. "[flOIICier] it 11as a very 
compctittvc tournament. 11 hich Ictus sec 11 hat we ha1e 
out there:· 
[\en though all of the teams 11crc compcllttle. 
Cooper said the tir. t match against Mount t Joseph 
was one of the Blue Streak\ hardest matches of the 
weekend stmply b..:cause of some first game jitters. 
as close agamst the 
OhiO AthletiC 
Conference ri1 al 
\lluskmgum \1uskics. 
11 ho took the match 
30-21. 30-14. 30-23. 
"I think 111: went 
into the tournament 
kind of ps~chcd out 
because In' knew that 
all of the teams th.:rc 
were top in the 
regiOn." Barb . atd. 
··our team just needs 
to get the mentaltt) 
that we can pia) 11 tth 
the best ." 
!),;,pile tint. hing 
11 1th a 11 cak record. 
there were some ~cy 
moments 11 hen J( 
came together and 
started to produce on 
offense. 
"It 11 asn 't n..:cessarily that they were so good skill-
wtsc." Copper said. ··It has a lot to do with that b..:mg 
our first game of the year against a pretty good team" 
Senior middle hitter .v1olly Barb agreed with her 
teammate. 
"'Although II e 
dtdn't beat !lope 
College. we really 
The 2000 Blue Streaks were 3-6 in the OAC. This year the preseason 
coaches' poll placed the Blue Streaks fifth among the ten OAC teams. 
"The teams 111 the tournament were all very 
competitive," Barb said. "Our toughest competition 
was against Mount St. Joseph. We also played Hope 
College and they were tough. but we played well 
against them." 
In the first game of the tournament, the Blue 
Streaks were 
utterly dominated 
pulled together and clawed through some tough times 
to keep the game extremely close:· Cooper satd. 
"When we played Southern Virgmia, we played very 
relaxed and made things look fun, probably because 
we were having lots of fun." 
Volleyball by Mt. St. Joseph, who cruised to 
victory with 
scores of 30-11, 
30-23, 30-14. 
Next game: Baldwin-Wallace Tournament 
Site, time: Berea, OH; 2p.m. Friday 
The Blue 
Streaks faced 
Hope in the 
second game of 
the day and 
although they lost 
Key fact: Carroll is 18-27 against B-W. The 
Blue Streaks have not played as many games 
against any other team. 
all three games, JCU kept the score close, losing 30-
25, 33-31' 30- 18. 
The Blue Streaks were not able to keep the score 
2261 LEE ROAD 
Besides working on the team's defen e, serving, 
receiving and offcn e drills in practices, Cooper said 
the team came up with some of its own goals for the 
Welcomes 
John Carroll University 
ne11 season. 
"Our number one trategy thts year ts to JUst ha1 c 
fun and to conununtcate," Cooper satd. "When wc 
are enjoytng what we're domg, good thmgs come out 
of it." 
The Uluc Stn:aks played Wednesday at the Don 
hula ports Center for thetr home season opener 
against Case Western Reserve Univcrstty. 
Carrollts anxious to play more games and tmprovc 
on their tough start. 
"After playing some tough teams, I thmk we 
rcali7cd the area\ that we need to work on from here 
on out," Barb satd. "We definttely have the sktll and 
expencnce on our team. but itts a matter of puttmg tt 
all together now." 
"Practice thi week should get us ready for Case 
Western and for our Baldwm-Wallace tournament this 
weekend," Barb aid. 
"We have a lot of talent and we're ready for thts 
year. It should be a great season, and I can't wait to get 
tl going," Cooper concluded. 
Minutes from 
Fantastic Happy Hours! 
Monday - Friday 2-8 PM 
$1.00 Drafts 
Saturday 7-9 PM 
$1 Domestic Bottles & Bottom Shelf 
"The Best Place To Watch A Game" 
BOWLING GOLF DARTS 
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Changing 
coaches 
Who's. tn ... 
Dick Mann 
• Coackd m ·n ': eros rountry 
anJ trach: la-;t ·car. 
• Is taking O\ t:r tht• coaching 
dutic f{lr women\ cro 's counlt)' 
and track t~ams. 
Brian Thomas 
• Is taking over coaching for 
both men and women's tennis 
programs. 
Who's out ... 
Kathy Lanese 
• Led women's cross country 
and track. 
Toby Perry 
• Left women's tennis team. 
Greg Debuljak 
• Was men's tennis head coach 
and assistant football coach. 
T''l < \RRtll L I \S 
WEEKLY EXERCISE STRENGTH and 
CONDITING CLUB Dumbbell One-Arm Row: Upper body and multijoint exercise • The Health Page is 
created in conjunction 
with the Strength and 
Conditioning Club. For 
more information on 
health, the club or 
contributing to the page 
call Mark Lucia at x5012. 
Starting 
osition: 
• Kneel With nne leg on an adJUst-
able bench set at ~0 degree or a ~trmght 
bench. Lse the same hand as the 
kneeling leg to stabilize your body 
wllh mimmal wc1ght applied to that 
hand. 
• The other leg is slightly 11excd 
standing to the side of the back of the 
bench. 
• The upper body IS to rema111 par-
allel to the bench throughout the ex-
ercise. The head is facing up and the 
eyes are looking straight ahead. 
Ascent: 
• Grasp the weight with the palm 
facing in to the bench. 
• Slowly raise the weight towards 
the rib cage, halfway between the 
shoulder and the hip. 
FIT ESS 
TIP 
OVER TRAINING 
Mark Lucia 
Strength and Conditioning Club 
Over-training is a major concern 
for anybody who is exercising. Many 
times, strength and conditioning 
coaches are confronted with the que.-
tion, "llow much and how often 
should I lift'?'' A !though the exact pre-
HEALTH 
LINKS 
Nicole Ross 
Managing Editor 
We were all taught that eating 
a well ·balanced, nutritutional 
bn.:akfa ·t IS important to starting 
off the day on the right foot, but 
why is it that you can count on one 
hand the number of t1u.lcnts in the 
cafctena before 9 a.m.? 
Most of the time we would all 
rather sleep m those extra 15 min-
utes than wake up to cat breakfast. 
However, by skipping the most Im-
portant meal of the day we are also 
missing out on a lot more, accord-
ing to recent studies. 
Researchers from the Journal of 
American College of utntJOn 
found that, out of I ,I 08 people, 
those who ate a hearty breakfast 
containing more than one-quarter 
of their daily calories - usually in 
the form of a ready-to-eat break-
fast cereal -consumed less fat and 
more carbohydrates during the day 
than people who skipped the mom-
• Keep the ,,rm and el-
bow close to the body. Do 
'lot bend or tw"t the\~ n.,t , 
Do not cle\ate the shoul-
der. 
• Mamtam a stable po-
Sition and do not .JCrk the 
weight up. \1ake sure to 
keep this a smooth mot1on 
and exhale as the weight 
IS elevated. 
Descent: 
• Keep the shoulders 
level and parallel to each 
other. 
• Lower the weight 
slowly and smoothly in a 
controlled manner. Strength and Conditioning Club founder Sarah Ezzie demonstrates the proper starting 
position of the Dumbbell One-Ann Row. 
• Maintain your body 
position. Do not move any body part 
but your arm. 
• Inhale as the weight is lowered. 
scription for fitness is unknown, there 
are ways to tell if you are training too 
hard. 
Over-training occurs when the vol-
ume, intensity or frequency becomes 
too strenuous for the athlete, resulting 
in fatigue. 
People lacking a solid training 
foundation make themselves more sus-
ceptible to over-training which has 
the possibility to increase motor per-
formance. 
However, this is not always true. 
Eventually, performance will decline 
if adjustments are not made. 
You can over-train the aerobic sys-
tem and the anaerobic system. AI-
• Complete the repetitions and con-
tinue using the opposite arm. 
Graham, John F. BS, CSCS. 
though they are difficult to measure, 
a few signals of over-training: 
Decrease in body fat 
Slower sprint speed 
Decrease in isometric and 
isokinetic quadriceps strength 
Testosterone levels decrease 
Increase in serotonin (associated 
with sleep and fatigue) 
Psychological decline 
Increase/Decrease in resting heart 
rate 
Decreased performance 
Increased soreness 
There are other markers, but many 
The benefits of a 
nutritious breakfast 
ing repast. 
Breakfast eaters had a higher in-
take of es entia! vitamins and miner-
als. They al ·o generally had lower se-
rum chole terol level , which are a -
sociatcd with reduced danger of heart 
disease. 
The International Journal of Food 
Science and utrition found that bet-
ter physical health is not the only pay-
off. 
Rearchcrs discovered that people 
who con umed breakfast cereal every 
day reported feeling better both physi-
cally and mentally than those who 
rarely poured a bowl of flakes. 
should begin with a 
solid breakfast: 
• Helps you 
tackle the pyra-
mid: Eating a nutri-
tional breakfast - es-
pecially one that in-
cludes a fruit- betters 
your chances of 
reaching the recom-
mended five servings 
of fruits and veg-
etables a day. 
Strength and Conditioning Journal. 
2001 
-compiled by Mark Lucia 
are difficult to determine. Over-train-
ing can be too much for the body to 
overcome, and it could end up in 
shock. The body will respond in one 
of two ways: one - the body tries to 
work harder to keep up with the in-
creased stress, but eventually fails, or 
two - the body shuts down immedi-
ately and a decline in performance is 
rapidly noted. 
Ultimately, you need to be able to 
recover from your training. Eating 
properly gives your body the energy 
it needs to supply working muscles. 
Insufficient food will cause the 
muscles to fatigue quickly. 
Rehydrate the body and replenish 
Check out 
our newly 
designed 
Web page at 
CarroiiNews 
Now there's 
more than one 
way to get 
your news. 
glycogen stores immediately after ex-
ercise, as this aids in recovery. 
Basically, know thyself. Get to 
know your body and how it feels when 
you train. Know your limitations, but 
know when to push yourself. Be care-
ful: Over-training can result in injury, 
thus setting you back from your goal. 
Baechle, Thomas R. Essentials of 
Strength & Conditioning. 1994 
Some people, uch a re earchers 
from the Georgia Centemarian Study, 
even believe that eating breakfast can 
add years to your life. They recently 
reported that people who reach the ripe 
old age of 100 tend to consume break-
fast more regularly than those who 
sk1p the first meal of the day. 
• Increases 
intake of much-
needed nutri-
ents: Mo t cereals 
Cereal is a quick and healthy way to start each day Research has shown those who 
consume breakfast cereals daily feel better mentally and physically than those who do not. 
Why is breakfast so important? 
utriomsts say there are at lea t four 
good reasons why a healthy diet 
are fortified with an array of impor-
tant vitamins and mineral , including 
folic acid, which helps prevent birth 
defects and has been linked to lower 
risk of heart disea e and colon cancer. 
• A head start on fiber: Ce-
reals are rich in fiber, which experts 
ay we need 25 to 30 grams of a day 
to be our healthiest. 
• Makes it easier to drop a 
few pounds: Researchers followed 
2,909 men and women over the course 
of I 0 years and found that people who 
ate a high-fiber diet were less likely to 
gain weight than poeple who fell 
short on their fiber intake. 
So start this semester off right 
by adding "breakfast time" into 
your daily schedule right now- set 
your alarm 15 minutes earlier and 
wake up to a daily helping of good 
health. 
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Cozy atmosphere combines with good home cooking 
for a taste of grandma's house at Yours Truly 
Restaurant 
. 
rev1ew 
Yours Truly 
Nicole Ross 
The Carroll News 
Cleveland's original 
Yours Truly Res-
taurant was 
founded in 
1981 by 
brother 
Art, Larry 
and Jeffrey 
Shibley, and 
sister Darlene 
Shibley Zeigenhagen 
with the intent of serving 
"good food at fair prices, with at-
tentive service in a clean, cheerful at-
mosphere." 
The Shibley's started with the in-
timate Beachwood location and have 
since added five other re taurant 
gurt and pecialty-flavored, freshly-
brewed coffees and teas? 
But 1fyou still can not find any-
thing that is to your liking on the 
menu, the Shibley family is true to 
their promise-- if you Create It, and 
they ha,·e it, they will make 1tl And 
on your way out do not forget to pur-
chase bulk items to go, such as p1es, 
salad dressing , soup, pickles, 
chicken breasts, gardcnburgers. 
loaves 
of bread or muffins. 
The Shibley family goes to pe-
cial lengths to make sure that each 
customer is taken care of, despite 
With such a cozy atmosphere and 
gn:at home cooking, you will . wear 
you were back in your grandmother's 
kitchen (which is something all col-
lege students yearn for) . 
So \\hen you are sick of cafeteria 
food or arc look1ng for a charming 
date location. take a ndc out to one of 
the six Yours Truly Rcstaunmt loca-
tions for breakfast, lunch, dinner or 
dessert. 
With a total of 600 seats, Your-s 
Truly Restaurants has sh 
locations in the Greater 
Cleveland area: 
Beachwood -
25300 Cha-
grin Bou-
levard, 
Chagrin 
Falls- 30 
North 
M a i n 
Street, Hudson 
- 36 South Main 
Street, Mayfield Village -
6675 Wilson Mills Road, Men-
tor - 7280 Center Street and Shaker 
Square - 13228 Shaker Square. 
Each location is open Monday 
through Saturday, 6:30 a.m. to II :00 
p.m., and Sunday, 7:30 a.m. to 9:00 
p.m. 
pile by Daoo Rolhst.., 
Yours Truly Restaurant, Beachwood - the first of SIX Greater Cleveland 
locations. 
-
And the results are in 
for Yours Truly ... 
Monte Cristo Thick layers of french toast 
filled with shawd deli-styk ham, natural fn:sh 
turkey breast, Swi s chccs~.:, and served with 
the YT original tango sauce: **** 
N TMF. h, otso nes ( t cy rc notso common) -throughout the Greater 
Cleveland area. 
Art and Larry, who are 
both John Carroll University 
graduates, along with their 
brother and sister, began 
Best Hamburger, Best Cheap Eats, 
and Best Breakfast! 
Employment opportunities 
are also available at Yours Truly 
- they are accepting applica-
tions for dishwashers, preps, 
cooks, host/hostesses and serv-
ers. So if you are looking for a 
serv~.:d with real bacon bits, melted chcl.!sc 
and sour cream: **** 
their extensive restaurant 
experience in entry-level food er-
vice positions. 
The very reasonably-priced Yours 
Truly menu consists of several ea-
food, chicken, 
--Northern Ohio Live 
dietary needs or nutritional requests. 
Yours Truly is so family oriented 
that it also offers a scholarship pro-
gram, which has benefited 41 high 
friendly, profitable work environment 
fill out an application today. 
Gift Certificates, nutritional break-
down of meals and children's menus 
arc also avail-
Vanilla Milk Shake: **** 
Brownie Hot Fudge Sundae: *** 
Two-Egg Ham and Cheese Omelet: 
**** steak, soup, salad and andwich 
items, as well as 
their famous 
burgers, milk 
Yours Truly not only has extremely reasonable prices, 
but its meals are more than tasty. 
able upon re-
quest. 
Formorein-
formation 
about the menu, 
Location: **** Service: **** 
--The Cleveland Plain Dealer 
Atmosphere: **** Cost: **** 
shakes, omelets 
and other breakfast dishes served 
anytime. And who can pass up the 
delicious array of pies, ice cream, yo-
school students from 21 Cleveland-
area schools over the past eight 
year that it has been in existence. 
Send us your 
favorite recipe to 
appear in this box 
next week ... 
OR ... 
If you I ike to eat, join 
the Carroll News as 
a food reporter. 
Come to tonight's 
Open House. 
locations or 
other Yours Truly services, visit their 
Web site, www.ytr.com or call their 
main office at (440) 247-8338. 
(Review taken from Mayticld Village locution) 
A Thate Yoo'U Low • • Ftet~h. For You 
13948 Cedar Road (at Warr. Ctr. in Cedar Ctr.) 
WE 
DELIVER 
*Part-time * 
Positions 
Available 
Monday - Thursday 11-10 , Friday & Saturday 11-11. Sunday 12-9 
• 
I HALF-SH EE'I • OUR SPECIALTY 
• 
EVERY TUESDAY 
85.11 
NO LIMIT 
I MEDIUM 
I TOPPING 
PIZZA 
SHOW YOUR STUDENT I.D. 
to Receive FREE Breadstix 
with any $5.00 or more order 
J6SLICES 
WITH 
!TOPPING 
• • 1 LARGE SPECIALTY • 1 PIZZA • 
EXP. 9-30-01 
• • 
• • 
.. . 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
PIZZA & 1 LARGE 1- • • 
TOPPING PIZZA • 
• 
S1l.ll • • 
• EXP. 9-30-01 • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
: DOUBLE DEALS 
1WO MEDIUM 12• 
2-TOPPING PIZZAS 
OR $1111 
TWO LA.RGE u• 
2-TOPPING PIZZAS 
... EXP. ,..j().()J 
• • SINGLE 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
.. • 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
1 LARGE 
I TOPPING 
PIZZA 
SJ• 
• 
• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
JOPC. CHICKENWINGS • 
• 8 GARLIC BREADSTIX • 
2 LITER OF PEPSI • 
S1UI • • • EXP. 9-30-01 • 
•••••••••••••••• 
• 
SCB. WRAP, CALZONE 
PICK ANY 
.ffQ 
SJAI 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Dorm 
improvements lack 
much needed 
bathroom 
renovations 
Erika Thomas 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
It wa~ recently brought to my attention that 
many improvements have been made in the 
res1dence halls. With the addition of new blinds 
m Campion I I all and new carpets in Millor I Jail. 
Erika Thomas 
Asst. Campus 
News Editor 
it appeared that John 
Carroll University had 
finally taken a 
progre~sive step 
10\\ ard imprm ing the 
cn\ 1ronmcnt in wh1ch 
we live. llowcvcr. the 
first weekend I 
returned to the 
University, I noticed 
that although the halls 
made improvements in 
some areas, the 
butld1ngs were 
significantly lacking repairs m other areas. 
I am a resident of llamltn II all. l::aeh morning 
my day proceeds as follows: I wake up a half an 
hour early only so I can stand in line for fifteen 
minutes to obtain a shower. When I finally 
receive a shower, boiling hot water that slowly 
dribbles from a showerhead with no water 
pressure scalds me. Upon finishing my shower, 
1 must proceed with caution or else I will slip in 
the massive puddle gathered in the center of the 
restroom. (Recently, however, the puddle has 
greatly diminished in s ize since two of the 
hewers have been barricaded . Unfortunately, 
this has only taken away from the showers 
available for use.) 
I often to tell myself that patience is a virtue, 
but how much patience must student residents 
endure before changes arc made in their own 
rcstrooms. 
In order to avoid personal hassles of repairs 
and plumb10g, I chose to live in the residence 
halls. However, I now realize that had I faced 
the same problems 10 my own home, I would 
have addressed them immediately. 
I think it's unfortunate that John Carroll 
University can place so much time and effort into 
new building projects, but overlook the current 
problems on our campus and in 1ts butldmgs. 
l·ven worse, the school fails to prov1de alternative 
solut1ons for the problems. The least ma10tenance 
can do IS provide us with a date or a reassurance 
that thcy will fix the problems, and 10 a tunely 
man ncr. 
I think it is situations like this one that 
rrustrate students. We are constantly taught by 
the principles of a Jesuit educatiOn that we need 
to meet our expectations and fulfill our dut1cs 
and responsibilities as students. 
When w11l the residence halls fulfill the 
expectatiOns of the students? Arc working 
shower-; even that much of a high expectatiOn? I 
certainly hope not. When will the time finally 
come for the re pai r duties? Whose 
responsibilities arc the repairs and why have they 
not been attended to? 
Students understand that repairs cannot take 
place immediately. Unfortunately, this problem 
has been going on for a week. Even worse, the 
issue has gone unanswered and has not been 
addressed in the halls. 
It is important for us students to adapt to 
certain changes of a university. Leaking, broken 
showers should not be one of those changes. 
I think it is time that s tuden ts held higher 
expectations of residence halls and the services 
residence life ought to prov ide. 
WANTED: 
WRITERS ,PHOTOGRAPHERS I 
CARTOONISTS, 
ILLUSTRATORS, AND 
COPY EDITORS 
YOU ARE INVITED TO 
THE 
CARROLL NEWS OPEN 
HOUSE 
TONIGHT, SEPT. 6 @ 
7 P.M. 
- WOR.I)S I By Brendan Ward Write a letter to the editor 
• E-mail: 
carrollnews@jcu.edu 
• Postal mail: 
The Carroll News 
20700 N. Park Blvd. 
University Heights, Oh 
44118 
• In Person: 
The Carroll News 
Ground Floor, D.J. 
Lombardo Student 
Center, 20700 N. Park 
Blvd. 
Letters should be typewritten. 
Student's letters should include 
class standing. All writers should 
provide their phone number for 
verification of the letter. Names 
may be withheld on request. 
Members and officers of 
organizations must include their 
titles if the topic they write about 
is connected with the aim of their 
organization. 
The Carroll News reserves the 
right to edit letters for length and 
to reject letters if they are 
libelous or do not conform to 
standards of good taste. All 
letters received become the 
property of The Carroll News. 
l \J'''-; 
"[II ECA RR<HI l:WS FORUM 
Express 
yourselfl 
;=:Sprint JCU Student & Faculty Mention this Ad and 
receive a 93% discount on 
phones! 
Sprint per AutborUcd Sars.t 
Sprint PCS 
Forum is 
YOUR 
page, so 
stake your 
claim! 
REAL NATION-WIDE LOMG DISTANCE 
Service Plan from 300 up to 8000 Minutes 
PLANS INCLUDE: 
* Voice Command 
* Call Waiting 
*Paging 
* Wireless Web 
*Caller ID 
*Voice Mail 
Call2l6-288-7693 or 888-637-1266 
For Great Phones, Great Deal , & Great Service! 
Write a 
letter to 
the Editor 
or a Guest 
Column. 
Faculty and 
Staff are 
welcome!! 
• • • • • •• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Making 
Comrnu 
Con ect·ons 
Lend a Hand. Volunteer! 
Wednesday~ Sept. 12 
Thursday, Sept. 13 
10:30 am - 2 :00 pm 
..Jardine Roorn 
Lombardo Student Center 
Aries 
March 21 to April 19 
There's no doubt that you'll 
make a difference. The real 
mystery lies in who will benefit 
from the power that you lend to 
the equation . Personal gam 
has its place, but there's more 
to life than just Aries. 
Gemini 
May 2 1 to June 20 
Yesterday's major obstacles look 
like minor speed bumps. Gemm1 
1s the master of mteractive arts 
and media . Even though your 
words are clear. you hkc to lca\e 
people guess111g "hal ) our real 
mc~sage nughl be . 
Leo 
July 23 to Aug. 22 
Your personal reactions may not 
be for general consumption. 
Approach a tempting possibility 
with caution, just in case it flies 
away from you . Uncertainty 
brings you closer than you've 
ever been. 
Libra 
Sept. 2 3 to Oct. 2 2 
I 
Libra has a special atmosphere 
that affects everyone nearby. 
With your mind stimulated by the 
Gemini Moon, you utter 
profound phrases. Your friends 
love th is sudden accessibility. 
Make up for lost time. 
Sagittarius 
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 
Your mind is scattered, and 
certain crucial possessions 
may follow suit. Where you'd 
normally demand proof, today 
-~u 'll settle for stability. Absorb 
other people's stories as you 
imagine your own eventual 
greatness. 
Aquarius 
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 
Now that the Moon is in 
Pisces, your sea is calm, if not 
exactly tranquil. You have a 
few days of space to consider 
and finalize an important 
matter. Be sure that your 
money isn't going out faster 
than it's coming in . 
\Nhat did you do this summer? 
e 
Of the 
Week 
-- compzled by Katrina Kin[>( 
" I worked as a camp 
counselor in 
Chicago." 
Mike Hanrahan 
Freshman 
------------
"Worked , played 
playstation , and 
hung out with my 
friends ." 
Peter Corebranr 
Freshman 
"I worked at 
Talbots and I went 
to Cape Cod in 
Boston ." 
Julia Wall 
Freshman 
"I worked at a 
resort in Tampa ." 
Ray Bolger 
Senior 
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Taurus 
April 20 to MJy 20 
A good reputat1on launches a 
fresh start. Bring the best 
elements of your last project 
mto th1s one. Team sp1rit runs 
h1gh among Water and Earth 
S1gns, your natural zodiacal 
allies. 
Cancer 
June 21 to July 22 
A great. slow moral debate 
finally produces informallon 
that makes sense. Just 
because you're the last to 
know doesn't mean that you 
must be the last to act. 
Virgo 
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 
Virgos cares more about 
gettmg the job done than 
about the1r popularity. Sooner 
or later you'll have to wm 
back the goodwill of 
netghbors and peers. Live up 
to your full potential. 
Scorpio 
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 
With the Moon 1n Pisces, 
Scorp1o is free to break down 
the barners and let in the light 
Your triumph lies 1n works of 
the imagination The external 
world had better be ready -
here you come. 
Capricorn 
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 
You enter the new academic 
year ready to learn at all 
levels. Raw materials 
fall into hands that instantly 
shape them into a thing of 
beauty. Capricorn 
is generous with both 
knowledge and talents. 
Pisces 
Feb. 19 to March 20 
A good reputation launches a 
fresh start. Bring the best 
elements of your last project 
into this one. Team spirit runs 
high among Water and Earth 
Signs, your natural zodiacal 
allies. 
"Hung out with 
the Sandman and 
singing with Pat 
and Anthony." 
Ross Dawson 
Junior 
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The Issue: Paying 
more for less parking. 
Our View: Less parking 
is understandable but park-
ing rates are too high. 
Parking, financial frustrations 
increase for JCU students 
Afh:r nine a.m. Aug. 27, every fac-
ulty member and -;tuth:nt at John 
Carroll who arrived on campus vta au-
tomobile realized what wou ld be the 
b1ggest hass le of the year. Parkmg 
has always been a problem but with 
the current loss of I 00 to 125 spaces 
every commuter is feeling an obvi-
ous added trc s. 
Even so, no one blames the Uni-
versity for the lack of parking - the 
cause i not only evident but worthy. 
The University really has no freedom 
in the land they can dole-out for 
parked cars (they paved the one area 
they could afford) not to mention that 
the Universtiy Heights community 
docs not seem to offer the support of 
their streets during J U ' s time of 
need. hvcn the few nearby streets 
that do allow public parking have 
one and two hour time restrictions. 
So what is a student 's biggest 
complamt? The ri se in parking per-
mtt prices. The one thing the Uni-
versity has orne control over has be-
come one more headache. One hun-
dred dollars a semester is almost a 
43-pcrccnt increase in price. An-
other 60 paid for parking this year 
only adds to the frustration concern-
ing the lack of spaces. 
Once again, most students do not 
blame the school for the parking 
problem - they only feel the Univer-
sity was not thoughtful of the 
student's needs. Why add another 
grievance with the knowledge of the 
•STAFF COMMENTARY 
record straight.) 
increased parking problems. 
I vcn if the school had to take 
some loss, why make the student pay 
for it? And why is there a loss? A 
prior explanation might have also 
made the extra $30 a little easier to 
scrape-up if students did not feel like 
they were getting ripped off. 
Now when students have to ar-
rive to school at least a half-an-hour 
early to park their car in a location 
sometimes farther away than their 
house, take a shuttle to school so that 
once on campus they cannot leave 
until they are finished with classes 
and other on-campus responsibilities 
for the day, at least they can be com-
forted by the fact that they paid $100 
for their bus ride. 
-
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Calling all gripers, world-changers and wise 
guys. Thi is your time to let your opinions be 
known. 
How, you ask? 
By pubhshing your arguments, suggestion 
and beliefs in The Carroll cws. 
On the other hand, guest commentaries allow 
you to fully develop your argument and perhaps 
propose a solution as well as get your picture 
in the paper (insert nide remarks here). 
HIT: Barista Cafe now open during lunch hours 
miss : Parking (none) HIT: Garden Cafe miss: 
Veronica Gorley 
Features Edttor 
You all have gripes 
or suggestions. Instead 
of go111g off on a 
tangent in your room 
and lllsrupl!ng your 
roommate's study 
habits.lmng your ideas 
to us. We'll be happ) l(l 
give you the time of 
day 
lksrdes, ) ou nught 
lind others who l"ct•l 
slrongl) about the 
same topics you do 
and actually gt•t somcthmg accomplished on tilt' 
1 sue. 
fhat hcmg sa1d, there ar~ two rna1n way tn 
get your opinions published: kttc.rs to the. editor 
or guest commentarie:. 
Letter-. to the editor an: generally shorter than 
commentaries. They can be written just to expn:ss 
an opinion or in response to somcthmg you read 
in the Carroll ews. (Example: We report that 
aliens have invaded earth, ·o as a concerned 
citizen, you decide to write us a letter and set the 
Are there any other ways to get your name in 
the pages of the Carroll cws? 
Indeed. The Carroll ew tries to cover all 
aspect of campus life. but we often fall short of 
that goal. 
That's ''here you come in. L~:t us know 1f 
somethmg newsworthy is happemng with you, 
your friends, campus organizatiOns or 111 the 
l'OilllllUillt)" 
I fyou·n: mYoh ed \\ ith an act I\ II) on campus. 
e ma1lus (carrollne\\ s[a Jl'U.edu) a bncf message 
on ''hat happens during ynur me..:tings. If you 
kt·cp us updated on vour organizati\H1. decisions 
.111d plans for the year. '' e can better plan 
CO\ .:rag.: of your organization·, e\ cnts . 
1ayb.: you· rc ntH im oiYed 1\ ith a campus 
organitat1on. but ~ou thin).; you·r~ mkre~ting . 
l.~t us be the judg~: tell us what you'n: doing. 
We. want to hear from homc.tow n winners or 
annual 5K r..1ccs. loll cry '' inners and students 
having unusual jobs or mternships (such as 
inteming for a shady politiCian). 
Ltsten, we want to do a good JOb, but we need 
your help. Wnte to u . Though our slogan this 
year isn't "For you. About you. By you," it's still 
our aim. 
I ncrease in parking pass prices HIT: CN open house 
today miss: Now ther e is a hole on campus (refer 
to April Fools issue) HIT: "The Real World" season 
miss: Trying to say "real world" five times fast 
HIT: New Food Page- mmmm ... miss: InnBetween 
points half gone HIT: Grades are still good miss: 
Only second week of the semester HIT: An almost 
perfect game by Muss ina miss: Like we said almost 
perfect game HIT: Friendly, enthusiastic 
freshmen miss: Freshmen who are smarter, more 
talented, better dressed etc. than us miss(ing): 
Homecoming dance HIT: Mr. T magnets/frames 
in move-in kits miss: Freshmen with squirt guns 
HIT: Air-conditioning in classrooms miss: Very 
very big bugs inside dorms and houses HIT: Labor 
Day miss: Last vacation until really long fall break 
• 
food e0drink 
Opening 
September 
20th 
Located in 
Cedar Center 
near Mares 
Live John 
Carroll Radio 
Show on 
Opening Night 
. , 
~ 
ON COVENTRY 
. 
TUESDAYS: JOHN CARROLL 
COLLEGE ID NIGHT 
19& UP 
SPECIAL 9-12 
THURSDAY : COLLEGE ID NIGHT 
21 & UP ONLY 
SPECIALS 9-12 
SATURDAYS: LADIES NIGHT 
SPECIALS 9-12 
OHIO'S OWN 
Cooker Bar and Grille continues to provide fun, exciting jobs with 
• supporttve management teams, 
featuring a menu made from scratch daily! 
You've experienced us as a guest, 
its even better on the inside. 
NOW HIRING FOR: 
SERVERS 
HOST/HOSTESS 
CULINARY TEAM 
BENEFITS INCLUDE: 
*50% OFF MEALS 
* PAID TRAINING 
* HEALTH INSURANCE 
*PAID VACATIONS 
* PERFORMANCE INCENTIVES 
* 401K RETIREMENT PLANS 
* FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES 
APPLY IN PERSON AT: 
THE BEACHWOOD COOKER 
2101 RICHMOND ROAD 
(216) 831-6656 
(CORNER OF CEDAR ROAD AND RICHMOND ROAD IN THE 
LA PLACE SHOPP~NG CENTER) 
Pi\RT TI~JE POSITIONS i\ \ 7i\1LABLE 
Earn an average of $10.50 per hour!* 
OPEN HOUSE 
Monday, September lOtll 
!-5:30p.m. 
Interviews '\'ill be conducted 
•Length of service pay increase 
•$8-$9.20 per hour 
•Flexible day and evening schechlles, with 2 Saturdays per month 
required 
•Paid vacation and holidays after six months 
•Paid education 
• Advancement opportunities available 
•Additional hours available 
CaJJjbr an appointment or vim 
ouro.tfice to complete an 
application. 
*Based on starting salary of $8.00 per hour plus 
performance based incentives 
JVIBN A J\llidwest 
2587 5 Science Park Drive 
Beachwood, Ohm 44122 · 
For more in.formatitm; call: 
(216) 545.4200 
indicate suurce code TC C571249 
:MBNA ~~is an ~ru ~plajment Q:wort1.1~/ Volurt~Jty Affirm. !lthre 
Action Em plO'jH. 1999 MBNA AJuric~ Bmlc 
-
· ..
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CARROLL CLASSIFIED 
NEWS 
Mom needs someone to call for weekday 
(late afternoon or evening) and weekend 
babysitting for daughters ages nme & 
seven. Will commit to schedule or keep 
it flexible. Experience & References Re-
Classified ads cost $5 .00 for 
the first I 0 words and $.25 for 
each additional word. To be 
placed ads mu t be typed or 
handwritten clearly and legibly 
and sent to or dropped off at 
The Carroll News office with 
payment. Classified ads will 
not be run without pre-pay-
ment. Classifieds will not be 
taken over the phone. Deadline 
for classifieds is noon of the 
Monday prior to publication. 
quired. Excellent Compensation . Call 
MBE 1240@MBEmail.com. PART TIME MORN! GS ONLY. People Stasi a @ 216-991-9165 or e-mail 
oriented individuals to service established smvav@aol.com. 
SHAKER HEIGHTS - 3270 MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS. Sell routes delivering bagels, muffins, etc. to 
WARRE ' SVILLE CE TER 
ROAD. Spac10us one & two bed-
room. Ceiling fans, mini-blinds, heat 
mcluded, appliances, hardwood 
floors, indoor garage. $560 .00-
$740.00. 2 I 6-348- I 000. 
Spring Break 2002 Trips. HIGHEST 
COMMISSIONS - LOWEST PRICES 
NO COST TO YOU. Travel FREE includ-
ing food , drink & non-stop parties!!! 
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS. 2001 
STUDENTTRAVELPLANNERS "TOP 
the corporate community. We provide the 
products and customers. You provide the 
car. Earn @ $50/DAY. Hours arc gener-
ally from 7:00 to I I :00 am. The Bagel 
Butler 2 I 6-923-2435. 
Afterschool childcare in our Shaker home. 
Spend three afternoons with two great 
kids (ages eight and ten) and get paid well! 
Must be reliable, experienced with refer-
ences, with car. Hours: M-T-W 3:30-6:30. 
$1 0/hour. Call Debbie 216-751-4526. 
PRODUCER" & MTV'S CHOICE LIFEGUARDS/INSTRUCTORS. Im-
For Ad Rates and Informa-
tion: 
SHAKER HEIGHTS 
WARRENSVILLE CENTER 
ROAD. Luxury one & two bedroom 
for rent. Some with two baths. In-
door garage, laundry room, newly 
decorated. $575 .00-$740.00. 216-
348-1000. 
SHAKER HEIGHTS- VANAKEN. 
Charming one & two bedroom apart-
ments, newly decorated, carpeting, 
ceiling fans , mim blmds, appliances, 
indoor garage mcluded. $475.00-
$700.00. 2 16-767-0690. 
Mall Boxes, Etc. IS now hiring 
(Spring Break Cancun Party Program) 1-
800-222-4432. 
Spring Break 2002!!! Student Express is 
now hiring sales reps. Cancun features 
FREE meals and parties @ Fat Tuesdays 
- MTV Beach Headquarters. Acapulco, 
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas, South Pa-
dre, Florida. Prices from $469, with Ma-
jor Airlines. 24,000 travelers in 200 I. Call 
I -800-787-3787 for a FREE brochure. 
www.studentexpress.com. 
PT/FT Servers Wanted. Flexible hours, 
competitive wages available. Contact 
Mayfield Country Club 2 I 6-38 I -0826, 
ext. 116. 
friendly, energetic students for cus- Spring Break with STS, Americas# I Stu-
mediate openings for lifeguards, swim-
ming instructors, and morning aquatic su-
pervisor. Year round or seasonal employ-
ment. Flexible schedule. Competitive 
salary. Lifeguard training and CPR!PR 
required. Can be scheduled around col-
lege classes. Please call for more infor-
mation: Orange Community Education & 
Recreation 216-831-860 I ext. 2318 or 
2316. 
#I Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, Ja-
maica, Bahamas & Florida. Book Early 
& get free meal plan. Earn cash & Go 
Free! Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-
234-7007. endlcsssummertours.com. 
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Part-time/ 
flexible hours for two children. Trans-
portation a plus. Call 216-381-1976. 
After school (3 pm) Babysitter needed for 
six & seven year olds in Solon Home. 
Dependable transportation. $8/hour. 440-
349-2739. 
Sitter needed for I 6 month old girl, 
Firdays daytime, other days possible. 
Excellent pay, 15 minute walk from cam-
pus, meals provided. 216-765-0957. 
STEEL BUILDING, 40X22 was $5,695 
MUST sell $2,860. I -800-292-0 Ill. 
Phone: (216) 397-4398 
Fax: (216) 397-1729 
Mail us at: 
The Carroll News 
John Carroll Univ. 
20700 N. Park Blvd. 
University Heights, OH 44118 
E-mail to the CN at: 
carrollnews@jcu.edu 
tomer service positiong. Part-time dent Tour Operator. Promote trips on- Babysitterwantedfortwo l/2oldandnine 
Federal Law bans discrimina-
tion by race, sex, religion, color, 
national origin, family status, 
and handicap in all Ohio rental 
property. The Carroll News will 
not knowingly accept advertis-
ing in violation of this law. 
flexible hours. Work around your 
school schedule. Located at Cedar 
and Warrcnsv1lle Center Roads. 216-
371-9300 . E- mail 
campus earn cash and free trips. Info/Res-
ervations 
www.ststravcl .com. 
1-800-648-4849. 
month old. Car preferred. Current refer-
ences required. Call Lisa 216-751-2652. 
BABYSITTER WANTED! Shaker Hts. 
Bored? 
Have some free time? 
Come join the Carroll 
News! 
As a consequence, the Carroll 
News will not accept rental ads 
that stipulate the gender of ten-
ants. 
Coventry tands out as a lively scene with an eclectic mix of hip stores and 
award-winning restaurants. 
Walking Neighborhood -Interesting People 
Minutes from the Museums 
Award Winning Restaurants 
Unique, Fun Shops 
Ample Parking 
A popular gathering place Cleveland's cultural & creative spirits. 
www. coventryvillage.locality.com 
You won't find this experience in the malls 
A HAPPENING PLACE! 
CovENTRY RoAD- BETWEEN EucLID HEIGHTS BLVD. & MAYFIELD RoAD 
